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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Ad hoc

research undertaken as separate surveys typically as one-time
studies designed to address specific problem areas or to provide
understanding on a particular issue at a certain point in time

Balanced Scorecard

a performance measurement framework and management tool
that is used to align business activities to the strategy and goals of
the organization. Customer focus is one of the perspectives of the
framework

Benchmarking

the process of

comparing one‟s business practices and

performance to best practices from other companies or
organizations. The objective is to improve your own organization‟s
performance and to develop your practices and processes
CSM

customer satisfaction measurement

Exploratory research

research carried out in order to gather initial observations, feelings
and reactions and often to provide a basis for further research

Focus groups

a qualitative research method used for gathering of more in-depth
data on public needs and perceptions. Usually a group of 10-20
people are brought together to represent the population

ISO standards

the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) develops
international standards for many industries. The standards control
e.g. how companies or organizations develop and manage their
products, processes and services. The basis for quality
management systems is generally ISO 9000, which requires an
organization to fulfill e.g. customer‟s quality requirements
(International Organization for Standardization 2010)

Omnibus survey

a survey or questionnaire which is made up of questions asked on
the behalf of many different companies and run by a research
agency

Open-ended question

an unstructured question to which the respondent answers in his
or her own words. Unlike in a multiple choice question, possible
answers are not suggested. Open ended questions are generally
used in exploratory research to acquire qualitative information and
where statistical validity is not the prime objective
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Panel

a qualitative research method where the same group of people is
interviewed on a given topic several times on a regular basis

Qualitative methods

research methods based on collecting more in-depth data typically
with relatively small sample sizes. The results are usually
presented in words or pictures. Qualitative research data has high
validity but lower reliability

Quantitative methods

research methods based on collecting numerical data with
relatively large samples. The results are usually presented in
tables and graphs. Quantitative research data is generally less indepth and with high reliability and low validity

Reliability

the degree to which the survey data is free from random error

Sampling

a statistical method of selecting a sample from the larger
population. Sampling methods are usually divided into probability
sampling and non-probability sampling

SERVQUAL

a service quality framework and a useful model for assessing
customers‟ experiences and to determine the gap between
expected and perceived service

SIMALTO

a model used to measure customers' expectations, experiences
and the importance of different factors. It also allows customers to
prioritize and asses the order of possible improvements

Standard error

standard error of the mean is the standard deviation of the means
in a sampling distribution. In general a larger sample size results
in a smaller standard error

TQM

total quality management is a customer focused management
philosophy. The aim is to improve quality and performance and to
increase customer satisfaction. According to the method,
improvements in quality of products or services will lead to
increased levels of customer satisfaction

Validity

the degree to which the survey data is free from both random
error and systematic bias
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of study
Today, maintaining roads and delivering good quality by meeting target standards are an
essential part of the everyday life and goals for road administrations and agencies. In order
to fulfill the expectations of society and road users, road authorities need to continuously
develop their operations and increase public involvement. The public sector is more actively
moving on to adopting the private sector-style of “customer-focus” what has resulted in that
organizations more and more use customer satisfaction ratings as an indicator on
performance of services and products.
The aim for improvements in infrastructure and operations on roads is to improve the quality
of the current road network and the welfare of road users and citizens. Investments and
policy strategies or decisions regarding infrastructure and road network are often significant
decisions within the government and other organizations operating in the public sector,
mostly because of the large amount of money involved and the impact that the infrastructure
network and the operations on the roads can have on the different stakeholders and the
environment. Most of these decisions are made by the government organizations, but in the
last years the public opinion and feedback have grown in importance. The involvement of
different stakeholders and integration of their needs and values in the decision-making
process is nowadays seen as a key to sustainable infrastructure and transport decisions. A
successful integration of these opinions and interests of the general public is greatly
influenced by the quality of communication between the governmental organization and the
different stakeholders. (Stricker et al. 2003.)
Orientation toward cooperation with the customers is a key to effective organizational
management. As a public authority, road administrations are funded directly or indirectly by
the tax payer. Thus it is important that the services provided by the road administration can
be related to the needs of the tax payers. For example Robinson et al. (1998) suggest that
customer perception should determine the aims for the road sector. In addition, customer
satisfaction is a necessary requirement for quality evaluation and the ISO 9001 standards.
According to Garnham et al. (1999), quality of service can be defined as the capability of a
product or a service to meet the potential or expressed needs of the customer. For various
reasons, customers may change their perception of quality over time. Hence, customer
satisfaction measurement is growing in importance in order to gather current and applicable
road user data. The evaluation of customer-driven performance is mostly made by customer
satisfaction surveys and measurements. In order to achieve its aims and public image, road
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authorities need reliable and efficient methods for identifying the factors of service quality
from the customers‟ perspective.
“Transparency, communication and co-operation with the customers are the
basics of the modern democracy” (Ackley 2007).
As Ackley (2007) states in the citation, the awareness of customer needs and cooperation
with customers are the basis for better customer service. According to the strategies of the
Finnish Ministry of Transport and Communications, transport policy should be customer
oriented. A customer oriented approach comprises continuous communication with the
customers in order to develop an understanding of the customers‟ needs and perception with
regard to their journeys and the infrastructural network. Customer focus also requires
prioritization of the customers‟ needs. (LVM 2007.)
Customer satisfaction has increasingly become an important indicator on how to develop or
improve existing practices. The change to a more customer-oriented approach from a
traditional product oriented road management approach requires new feedback input
methods and involvement of the customer. A variety of methods are used to capture
customer perception, with customer service being one of the most popular (Wisniewski 2001).
In order to utilize customer feedback and information effectively, the road authorities need
systematic and functioning methods to process and analyze data (Ackley 2007). The various
forms of communication, such as discussions, focus groups, surveys, technical reports,
newsletters, are the current basic methods for involving different parties and stakeholders.
To identify and understand who the specific stakeholders are is an important step of the
customer service management (Stricker et al. 2003).
This master‟s thesis is about customer satisfaction measurement within the road sector and
how to develop a more functioning feedback system for obtaining customer perception. In
addition, the target is to look into how to link customer feedback to the decision-making
processes of road authorities. This thesis is related to and part of the project “The Road to
Excellence”, which is an international benchmarking project, initiated by the Swedish
Transport Administration in year 2009-2010. The research for The Road to Excellence was
accomplished by a team from Aalto University‟s School of Engineering, at the Department of
Civil and Environmental Engineering. The team included Pekka Pakkala, Eva Lodenius and
Professor Antti Talvitie. The study was categorized in four different study areas with one
concentrating on customer satisfaction. The other areas were energy and environment,
effectiveness of rendered services, and competence development and research and
development practices used by road administrations in different countries. In the thesis the
focus is on customer orientation within the road sector, how road user satisfaction and
perception is currently measured and possible future prospects in measurement
methodology and utilization of results from surveys.
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1.2 Objectives and scope of study
Customer perception is a growing and key issue for continuous improvement and different
organizations are becoming more customer-focused. More and more companies and
organizations are using customer satisfaction as an indicator on their performance of
delivered products and services. The thesis focuses on the customers of the road authorities,
i.e. the road users, and on the importance of understanding and receiving feedback from the
customers. The intent of the thesis is to establish a conceptual framework for customer
satisfaction measurement within the road sector and to determine how consistent and
applicable road user data from customer feedback and surveys is gathered internationally. In
addition, the goal is to identify what type of customer satisfaction surveys are more effective
and represents the true customer perception. If we can truly understand the customer needs,
then it is possible to provide quality services to the customers. Moreover, the aim is to
determine how to utilize results from customer satisfaction measurements, future prospects
and how to link customer input into the decision-making process.

1.3 Structure of thesis
This thesis consists of four parts. The first part gives an introduction to the study and
describes the outlines of the scope. The second part presents the idea behind and concepts
of customer satisfaction and the methods used to measure the degree of satisfaction.
Furthermore, the differences in the customer focused management style between the public
and private sectors are discussed. The third part of the thesis focuses on the international
benchmarking that was undertaken in order to map current practices in use by road
administrations in different countries. The fourth part discusses the results of the analysis as
well as presents conclusions of this thesis.
In chapter 1, a background to the study is given and the objectives of the thesis are identified.
In chapters 2 - 3, literature relevant to the study area is reviewed. A literature study is
conducted in order to get an overall view and gain an understanding of customer satisfaction
measurement and the methodology used for measurement. Furthermore, the background of
customer satisfaction measurement is covered and previous and recent research conducted
in the area of customer satisfaction measurement is reviewed. A closer look is also taken at
who the actual customers of the road authorities are. Written sources used in the research
include academic articles, reports and management books.
The third part of the thesis consists of chapters 4 - 5, which cover a benchmarking initiative
to establish best practices amongst customer satisfaction measurement methodologies and
strategies within the road sector. Chapter 4 presents and describes the methodology used to
compile the thesis. A description of the international benchmarking process of the study is
also provided. Chapter 5 discusses the outcomes from the benchmarking, i.e. existing
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practices used by national road authorities in different countries. In the same chapter,
findings from the undertaken international benchmarking are also presented and evaluated.
The fourth and last part of the thesis includes future prospects and conclusions of the thesis.
The main discussion focuses on how to develop customer satisfaction measurement
practices to be suitable for the road sector and how to utilize the results from satisfaction
measurements as road authorities are experiencing issues on how to manage and actually
use the customer satisfaction measurement data. In addition, it is analyzed how customer
feedback could be implemented in the decision-making processes of the road
administrations.
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2 OVERVIEW OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION MEASUREMENT
This chapter introduces the concept and process of customer satisfaction measurement, its
background, how customer satisfaction is formed and discusses who the actual customers of
the road authorities are. In addition, the different methods and models related to satisfaction
measurement and service quality are covered. Many public organizations have adopted the
customer focused management style from the private sector and the challenges regarding
the differences between the natures of public and private sectors are presented. Finally, the
establishment of a system in gathering customer data is discussed.

2.1 Customer satisfaction measurement as a concept
2.1.1 Formation of customer satisfaction
Today, customer focus and satisfaction is a driving force for many companies and
organizations. Measuring customer satisfaction provides an indication on how an
organization is performing or providing products or services. Customer satisfaction has
traditionally been studied within market research and the term customer satisfaction
measurement is widely used in particularly business terminology. There are various
definitions of customer satisfaction and according to Rope et al. (1994), to actually define
satisfaction has proven to be hard and contradictory because of its multiple dimensions.
Customer satisfaction is generally understood as the satisfaction that a customer feels when
comparing his preliminary expectations with the actual quality of the service or product
acquired. In other words, customers are typically concerned with the value and quality of the
product or service they receive. In addition, customers generally want the best possible
product or service for a low cost. The perception of the best product or service and lowest
price can, however, vary significantly by customer segment or industry. In order to obtain an
overall picture of customer perception, a company or organization needs to measure the
customer. (Czarnecki 1998.)
Expectations and experiences
Service quality or customer satisfaction is formed by the difference between the customers‟
expectations of a service and the actual perceived service. In other words, customer
dissatisfaction occurs if the expectations are greater than the performance (Wisniewski
2001). An analysis of gaps between customer expectations and the performance of a
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company or organization is a cornerstone to monitor the overall corporate performance
(Czarnecki 1998). Customer satisfaction always requires an experience of the operations of
a company or an organization. The level of customer satisfaction is formed by the correlation
between a customer‟s expectations and his experiences. In other words, the customer
always compares the experiences with the expectations he has of the company or
organization. Customer satisfaction occurs when a customer‟s experiences of a service
match the expectations and customers are impressed when they get more than they
anticipated. In addition, the level of customer satisfaction is formed by the image of the
company or organization. Many companies and organizations have made customer
satisfaction their top priority by developing a carefully designed customer satisfaction
framework. (Bergman et al. 1994.) Figure 1 provides a summarized overview of which key
factors result in satisfied customers.

Figure 1.

The customer satisfaction equation (redrawn from Craig 1993.)

In the 1980‟s, Professor Noriaki Kano developed the Kano model, which is visualized in
Figure 2. The model describes how customer satisfaction is created and it separates quality
dimensions into three different types of needs which together determine the customers‟
perception of quality. These needs are divided as followed:


stated needs



implied needs



unconscious needs

According to the model, the stated needs are expected by the customer to be satisfied and
these needs are regarded as important. Hence, customers are satisfied when the stated
needs are satisfied. The implied needs are so obvious to the customer that the customer
does not even mention these when asked for example in a survey. The implied needs do not
create greater customer satisfaction as these needs are considered as obligatory to fulfill.
But on the other hand, if these needs are not fulfilled, the level of customer satisfaction will
decrease dramatically. The unconscious needs are needs that are unexpected by the
customer but what may result in high levels of customer satisfaction. The absence of these
needs will, however, not lead to dissatisfaction. (Bergman et al. 1994, Sandholm 2000.)
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Figure 2.

The Kano model (Sandholm 2000.)

The level of satisfaction is determined by comparing the expectations of the customer with
the experience generated from the contact or encounter between the customer and the
company or organization. If a customer‟s expectations were higher than the actual
experience, the level of satisfaction is negative, i.e. the customer is not satisfied with the
company. If the level of satisfaction is very negative, the company or organization often gets
negative feedback and complaints. When a customer‟s expectations meet the experiences,
the level of satisfaction is neutral. If the customer had high expectations, the customer
relation with the company will strengthen. A customer with low expectation from before will
not be fully satisfied, even if he is not disappointed with the company or organization. If a
customer‟s experiences exceed the expectations, the level of satisfaction is positive and the
customer is satisfied. The essential thing is to influence the customers‟ expectations in order
to have an effect on the level of satisfaction. This because the same level of action and
operation with different levels of expectations will result in different degrees of satisfaction.
(Rope et al. 1994)
Because the level of satisfaction is highly affected by customers‟ expectations, it is essential
to understand how the expectations are formed. A company or organization is in many cases
able to influence these expectations so that a higher or maximum level of satisfaction can be
achieved. According to Sörenqvist (2000), the following factors have shown to have a great
impact on the customers‟ expectations:


previous experiences



marketing and publicity



image and reputation



significance and interest



information from others



the price of the product or service
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Other factors that affect the customer‟s expectations are for example the characteristics of
the customer, such as socio-demographic characteristic like age, residence, gender, marital
status, education or income level (Lotti 1998). Some researchers have, however, criticized
the great emphasis and focus on customer‟s expectations (e.g. Vuorela 1988). The
customer‟s expectations might be unclear, vague, unrealistic or inappropriate. Some
customers might not even have specific expectations of certain products or services. The
customers‟ expectations are only the tip of the iceberg. Thus, it is also necessary to ascertain
the needs and problems experienced by the customers. (Öster 2008, Matzler et al. 1998.)
Customer satisfaction within the road sector
The definition and active use of a customer oriented approach and concept in itself varies
among different road administrations. However, the same benefits are acknowledged by the
road administrations: the customer oriented approach improves efficiency, saves resources
and promotes innovation (Ackley 2007). Recently the focus in the road sector has shifted
from simple road maintenance and product development to a more customer oriented
approach. According to Ackley (2007), this change in focus requires utilization of new inputs
and involvement of customers. Systematic analysis and correct timing are essential for an
effective and functioning customer feedback system. Examples of new methods for acquiring
input from customers of the road sector are presented in Figure 3. The same figure also
includes the traditional lifecycle of road management.

Figure 3.
How customer input is integrated into the traditional lifecycle of road
management (Ackley 2007.)

On the other hand, customer satisfaction can also be framed as rebuilding credibility with
customers and stakeholders. Schwartz (2006) argues that achieving happiness among
customers is unlikely given the broad range of customer and stakeholder interests. Credibility
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could describe the topic better as it is formed by mutual understanding between the road
administration and its customers and stakeholders. In addition, to be credible, the road
administration needs to develop performance measures that relate to the customer‟s ideas
about what is important. This can be achieved by co-operating with the customers to create a
shared understanding of the expectations. In order for the co-operation to work, i.e. for the
road user‟s to have the opportunity to participate in the decisions, it requires changes in staff
attitudes and trust in the process. (Schwartz 2006.)
The way the road users perceive the road is formed and influenced by multiple factors, such
as the structural characteristics of the road, the maintenance condition, surroundings and
factors caused by the other road users, e.g. congestion level. Other factors that also
influence the user‟s perception are characteristics of the user itself, i.e. socio-demographic
characteristics. In addition, the vehicle also affects the level of satisfaction through its own
comfort, size or dynamic performance. The assessment of the road condition is mainly
influenced by surface quality, number of lanes, maintenance and cleanliness. (Garnham et
al. 1999.)
Conducted qualitative surveys on users‟ satisfaction with the road network have identified the
following correlations regarding the differences in satisfaction levels of different stakeholder
groups: (Garnham et al. 1999)


the road users tend to be less satisfied if the trip is work related



age do affect the overall degree of satisfaction (the youngest and the oldest are
usually most satisfied)



level of satisfaction decreases with increase in annual mileage (the less the driver
uses the road, the more satisfied he is)



the satisfaction level of HGV (heavy goods vehicle) or professional drivers tends to be
slightly below the average

2.1.2 General definition of customer satisfaction measurement
Satisfaction has quickly become the key factor to a competitive position within an industry
and companies survive if they have customers that are willing to buy their products or
services. The increasing competition, both in nonprofit and for-profit industry sectors, is
forcing companies and organizations to develop customer focused management and to pay
more attention to satisfying customers. An important part of customer service within a
company or organization is to capture the voice of the customer and to obtain information of
the needs and values of the customers. Hence, customer satisfaction measurement has a
central role in customer service and service quality. (Sörqvist 2000.)
Customer satisfaction measurement (CSM) has multiple roles and is formed by both
information and communication. Vavra (1997) states that the primary intention for measuring
customer satisfaction is to collect information regarding either what customers report that
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needs to be changed or to assess how well an organization is currently delivering on its
understanding of these customers‟ needs. Furthermore, the very act of surveying customers‟
satisfaction and views conveys a positive message, as the organization shows interest in its
customers‟ opinions and needs. (Vavra 1997.)
Today, CSM is usually a central part of quality management. As Kessler (1996) has stated:
“If you are not measuring it, you are not managing it”. Measurements support companies or
organizations to create an understanding for the demands and needs. Furthermore, CSM
discovers the issues that need to be improved and reveals the factors that affect and create
a successful relation between the company or organization and its customers. A good
customer relation requires extensive quality image, which is formed by the organization‟s
ability to handle the processes that are prioritized by customers. Lotti (1994) sums it up and
states that customer satisfaction measurement is pointless if it does not result in such
produced quality that satisfies the customers. (Lotti 1994.)
Customer satisfaction measurements are often complex to perform. There is always a risk
that the results obtained from the measurements diverge from the reality. Measurements can
be carried out with a focus on the attitudes of the customer, the behavior of the customer or
the effects that the customer has on the company or organization in question. Companies
and organizations that regularly measure customer satisfaction show that they care about
their customers and that they want to improve their products or services. The CSM process
is continuous and the measured and received feedback forms a base for ongoing work.
Based on the results from CSM, new goals are set and these are then measured and
monitored. (Lotti 1994, Sörqvist 2000.)
In the evaluation of the level of customer satisfaction, the following factors are generally
measured:


overall satisfaction with products or services

 satisfaction with specific parameters of a product or service
These specific attributes measured in the surveys should be based either on results from
earlier undertaken studies or established by an expert in the field. This evaluation of level of
satisfaction can also be expanded by an analysis of the importance or priority of each of the
parameters to the costumers. Typical issues to focus on when measuring customers‟ needs
and views are which current services of the organization are seen as most important, what
deficiencies the services have and what kind of services are still missing. (Krivobokova 2009,
Sandholm 2000.)
Customer satisfaction measurement is an effective approach when it comes to learning
about one‟s customers. This is important especially within the road sector, where the road
users as customers are using the road network nearly daily. In addition, the standard and
overall condition of the road network has improved during the last decades, what has
resulted in higher expectations of the road users. Hence, the importance on how to measure
both the state and quality of the road and the road users‟ views and needs have increased.
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(OECD 2001.) Some road administrations, for example the Department of Transportation of
Minnesota, have a long history and a lot of experience of customer feedback systems and
conducting market surveys. One of the main emphases in their studies has been on the
satisfaction regarding the condition of the roads.

2.1.3 Identifying and defining the actual customer in the road sector
When a company or organization decides to measure customer satisfaction, a key step is to
look into and specify who exactly an organization‟s customers are. According to Vavra
(1997), it is essential that all customers are known for the customer sample to be as
statistically random as possible. For a sample to be random and not biased, every customer
must have an equal chance of being selected for surveying. Traditionally a customer has
been defined as a person who pays for a service or a product. This viewpoint cannot fully be
applied for example in public organizations. Nowadays, everyone that in some way is
affected by the operations or the products and services offered or produced by a company or
an organization, are regarded as customers. (Sörqvist 2000).
The road as an object is not an ordinary product and the road and infrastructure network is a
part of a complex overall process, in which the political aspects of land use planning, socioeconomic and environmental protection are also included. Furthermore, the road sector has
multiple customers and hence the beneficiaries of road quality cannot solely be limited to the
road users. According to Garnhamn et al. (1999), the beneficiaries that are generally taken
into account in the evaluation of quality of service in the road sector are:


the road users



external beneficiaries (not only residents but also, from the perspective of land use,
all taxpayers and elected representatives)



the road owners



the road managers that are in charge of operating and maintaining the road (including
the police)

One has to remember that the customers of the public sector also are citizens. Thus the
relationship with the customers in the public sector is more complex than in the private. The
customers of the public sector receive value from government organizations in form of
“public” value, which is consumed jointly. Because there are differing interests among people
and citizens, it is not simple to identify what the public wants as a collectivity for instance
through customer surveys. (Alford 2002.)
Customers are generally considered to be people who used the specific goods or services.
Stakeholders, on the other hand, can be defined as “interested parties” or as people who
have a “stake” in an outcome. Schwartz (2006) groups the stakeholders of DOTs (the state
Departments of Transportation) into the following major groups:
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Political sponsors: people who are responsible for funding the road administration‟s
programs (e.g. transportation commissions, state legislators)



Locals: people who are affected by the road administration‟s actions (e.g. city
councilors, county commissioners, local transportation agency officials)



Facility users: people who use the facilities of the road administration or other
transportation facilities. Can further on be divided into customer subgroups:
- Modal constituents (automobile and truck drivers, bicyclists, pedestrians)
- Functional constituents (commuters, business travelers, recreational travelers)
- Special populations (physically challenged, elderly and children)



Businesses: people who depend on the road administration and other transport
facilities for movement of goods and customers



Media: people who report to the public on road administration activities and who
shape public opinion



Transportation industry: people whose jobs are affected by the road administration
activities (road administration employees, contractors,
transportation/engineering consultants and researchers)



construction

workers,

Advocates: people who have particular perspectives about how transportation funds
should be spent (e.g. advocates for environmental stewardship)



Taxpayers: people who pay taxes to support government operations (i.e. the “general
public”)

Few companies or organizations have customers who all have exactly the same needs and
views. For example the modal constituents are particularly concerned with relative
investments in modal solutions, while functional constituents regard time-of-day travel (e.g.
morning and evening peak) and access as important topics (Schwartz 2006). A problem with
public involvement is to identify the views from all different customer groups, as a statewide
customer or stakeholder perspective does not exist. Thus it would be good to focus
communication strategies to particular groups of customers whose interests are most
engaged in a particular situation, geography or time period (Schwartz 2006). Usually the
people who are most concerned about an issue or project, e.g. road network improvements,
are the people who tend to actively take part in stakeholder discussions and interviews.
People who are accepting a project or the operations of the road administration are usually
not motivated to spend time in group discussion or to fill in surveys. (Stricker et al. 2003,
Wisniewski 2001.)

2.1.4 Private sector vs. public sector management
The road administrations are generally a part of the public sector. Recently, many public
organizations have adopted the customer focused management style from the private sector.
Many critics (e.g. Stewart et al. 1988.) have questioned the use of customer model concepts
in the public sector organizations and have argued that the nature between the private and
the public sector is different. The private sector is typically market oriented and customer
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satisfaction is seen as an essential factor in the survival and success of a company
(Wisniewski 2001). The significant features of the private sector proposed by Alford (2002)
are the following:


an exchange takes place between the company and the customer (for example
money provided in return of a product or service)



the product/service comprehends private value (in other words they can be
consumed by the customer as an individual)



the customer normally has a choice among a number of competing substitutes



the company seeks to maximize sales of products/services

Most customers of the public sector do not directly pay money in return for the service and
consequently there is no traditional exchange between the organization and the customer.
Moreover, the organizations operating in the public sector are not seeking to maximize their
sales or to increase profitability in the same way as private firms, but to regulate the volume
of service delivered within the constraints of the budget. Hence, the customers of the public
sector could better be described as beneficiaries. Because the beneficiaries do not directly
pay money for their benefits or services, government agencies generally have little incentive
to pay attention to customers‟ needs. On the other hand, organizations in the public sector
are expected to provide service quality and to meet the needs of multiple stakeholders.
These multiple interests should also eventually be integrated into the decision-making
processes. Due to the comprehensive area of responsibility of the public sector, customer
satisfaction measurement is often considered more complex and difficult than in the private
sector. (Alford 2002, Wisniewski 2001.)
According to some researches, the difference between the public and private sector only
enables limited use of the private sector customer model in the public sector. However,
social exchange still occurs between government organizations and clients and public
agencies do have an incentive to pay attention to customers‟ needs. Even if the customers of
the public sector do not directly pay money for services, the customer still can provide other
things that the organizations need, such as information, compliance and co-operation.
Customer service in the public sector essentially requires the government to be responsive to
the needs and wants of the citizens and thus the private sector customer model provides a
useful way of thinking regarding the relations between the government organizations and
their customers. (Alford 2002.)

2.2 Public input and measuring customer satisfaction
The basic objective of any measurement activity in general is change. A company or
organization cannot improve, develop or change what is not measured. In order to get a
clearer picture of the different customers, the improvement efforts should be based on
relevant information provided by extensive research and measurement. In all measurement
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systems, data must be collected, analyzed and reported. The analyzing of data is a central
step of the whole process. (Czarnecki 1998.)
According to Sandholm (2000), there might be some differences between actual customer
behavior and views they express. Thus information describing customers‟ actual behavior is
often more valuable than customer input expressed in other ways. In addition, Sandholm
(2000) suggests that a good way of finding out what customers need is to see yourself as a
customer, i.e. to put yourself in the customers‟ situation.
The attitudes of customers can be measured in several ways, but the budget usually dictates
the methods that can be used. The measurement methods are generally divided into
qualitative and quantitative methods. The primary aim of qualitative research is to develop an
in-depth understanding of specific problem areas or to understand what motivates people to
behave in a certain way or what they base their decisions on. Qualitative surveys are
generally carried out with small but focused samples rather than large samples. This is
because the aim of qualitative research usually is to explore a range of ideas on an issue,
rather than to measure how widely held the issues are. Quantitative research aims to
quantify responses and information that can be analyzed statistically. The sample size in
quantitative research is usually large and the questions are usually asked so that the
responses can be counted and coded in some way, for example answers expressed in
scales from 1 to 5 or yes/no. An overview of the differences between quantitative and
qualitative research is presented in Table 1. (Adams et al. 2006.)
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Table 1.

Differences between quantitative and qualitative research (McGivern 2006)

Topic

Quantitative research

Qualitative research

Research enquiry

Exploratory, descriptive
and explanatory

Exploratory, descriptive
and explanatory

Nature of questions
and responses

Who, what, when, where, why,
how many
Relatively superficial and rational
responses
Measurement, testing and
validation

What, when, where, why
Below the surface and emotional
responses
Exploration, understanding, and
idea generation

Sampling approach

Probability and non-probability
methods

Non-probability methods

Sample size

Relatively large

Relatively small

Data collection

Not very flexible
Interviews and observation
Standardized
Structured
More closed questions

Flexible
Interviews and observation
Less standardized
Less structured
More open-ended and
directive questions

Data

Numbers, percentages, means
Less detail or depth
Context poor
High reliability, low validity
Statistical inference possible

Words, pictures, diagrams
Detailed and in-depth
Context rich
High validity, low reliability
Statistical inference not possible

Cost

Relatively low cost per
respondent
Relatively high project cost

Relatively high cost per
respondent
Relatively low project cost

non-

When considering if one should use qualitative or quantitative methods or a combination of
these, one should reflect the type of results that are needed, i.e. facts and figures or opinions
and feelings or both types of information. Public input and customer feedback is generally
gathered by using a combination of multiple research methods. Even if qualitative and
quantitative research often are seen as opposing approaches, many projects do require both
types of information. Qualitative research is often included in the beginning of a project to
establish the different perceptions and opinions that are connected to a certain issue. These
results can then be used as a basis for a quantitative research, where it is determined how
many of these opinions are shared by a larger sample. A measurement of attitudes and level
of satisfaction can for example initially consist of qualitative studies to determine relevant and
significant customer needs that form the basis for the development of a survey or
questionnaire. Next a quantitative study can be carried out with the aim to obtain a
generalized picture of the views and attitudes of the customers. (Adams et al. 2006, Sörqvist
2000.)
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Listening to customers and the awareness of customer‟s needs and wishes form the basis
for customer service. The most commonly used tools for gathering public input and the main
approaches to understanding the customers‟ needs and views are polls or surveys, focus
groups and interviews. Surveys are useful especially in measuring the level of satisfaction
and in gauging the issues that are important to the customers. Focus groups are gatherings
of small groups of different stakeholders recruited to discuss certain topics and issues. Indepth interviews are typically used to interview key individual stakeholders where the aim is
for example to collect individual case stories. (Stricker et al. 2003.)
Another source of customer feedback is complaints. Customer complaints can often be used
as a basis for improving quality of existing services. Thus, it is important to ensure that it is
easy for the customers to express their views, for example by having a telephone number
known by the customers. However, it is not certain that all customers complain when they
are dissatisfied. Nevertheless, the type and occurrence of the complaints can provide an
overview and give some idea of where problems regarding the quality of the organization‟s
products or services might be occurring. Hence, Sandholm (2000) suggests, that it could be
a good idea to actually compile, study and process the complaints. The absence of
complaints regarding specific issues does not mean that the quality of the service or product
would be satisfactory. (Sandholm 2000).
Each of the survey approaches has their different strengths and the method to use depends
on the circumstances of the research. When choosing the survey method to use, one also
needs to consider how the method affects the customer. Some methods are more
challenging and time consuming than others, what might result in lower response rates.
Response rates also depend on the level of interest the respondent has in the topic or for
example on the layout of the questionnaire. (Adams et al. 2006, McGivern 2009.)

2.2.1 The process of CSM
In order to be successful in providing quality of one‟s services or products, it is important to
obtain feedback from customers. According to Fink (1995), a survey is a system for collecting
information, to describe and compare knowledge, behavior and attitudes. Surveys generally
involve determination of objectives for the data collection, choosing a reliable data collection
method, analyzing gathered data, reporting and presenting the results. The objectives of a
survey are usually identified though detected needs, but might also be defined through other
surveys, reports, experts or focus groups and panels. (Fink 1995.)
Measuring customer satisfaction is now an important area of research for most organizations.
The first step of customer satisfaction measurement is to link the measurement to
organizational strategy. If the measurements don‟t reflect the aspirations and goals of the
organization, they are of little value and do not support improvements work. Hence, the
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organization needs to define long-term goals and develop these goals and objectives that
should be measured and followed in terms of the various stakeholders. (Czarnecki 1998.)
The process of measurements includes several steps. First, the objectives of the research
have to be identified and defined. Next steps include the development of a research plan, the
definition of attributes that are to be measured and which research method to use, the
gathering of data and the processing and analyzing of data. Finally the data should be
utilized, results reported and presented. Furthermore, the results from the CSM and findings
from all the various steps should be used to improve the current CSM program and practices.
(Naumannn et al. 1995.) Figure 4 presents the different steps and the general process of
customer satisfaction measurement.

Define the
objectives
Develop the
research design
Identify the
attributes and
design the survey

Design the
sampling plan and
pretest the survey

Gather data

Analyze the data

Utilize the data
and present the
results

Improve the CSM
program

Figure 4.

The process of CSM (modified from Naumann et al. 1995)

CSM is often a popular program to outsource because it may take extensive labor to
undertake a survey. Moreover, the work does not occur consistently, only one or a few times
per year. However, when developing and defining the factors to measure in the surveys,
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specialists and employees from within the organization are best suited. This because the
internal specialists are most familiar with the goals and day-to-day activities of the
organization. (Czarnecki 1998.)
Surveys produce public input and data in the form of comments or numbers. The comments
are based on feedback and responses in the respondents, i.e. the persons who have agreed
to participate in the research, own words. Numeric data is obtained when respondents are
asked to rate or rank items and it is often analyzed by statistical methods (Fink 1995).
Customer satisfaction is typically formed by two components: the satisfaction rating in itself
and the importance rating by the costumer. The satisfaction rating is generally described with
different scales, e.g. excellent, good, fair and poor. According to Czarnecki (1998), the
importance can be discovered in several ways:


priority ranking (asking the customer different questions designed to determine the
importance)



attribute ranking (forcing the customer to make trade-off decisions)



statistical analysis (testing the relative impact of changes to your products or services
over time)
By having the customers to rank and determine the relative importance of products or
services, you can establish your priorities for service and product development and find out
where improvements are needed (Matzler et al. 1998). Companies and organizations
typically don‟t have enough resources to make all the improvements simultaneously and thus
prioritization can help the organization to focus on the issues that are valued most by its
customers. An example of a satisfaction rating question followed with a priority ranking
question is presented in Figure 5.

How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with
the visibility of road markings?

x
5

4

3

2

Very
Satisfied

How important is the visibility of road
markings for you?

x
5
Very
Important

Figure 5.

1
Very
Dissatisfied

4

3

2

1
Completely
Unimportant

A satisfaction rating question followed by a question defining importance
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Market research is usually used either for constant tracking of activities or for determination
of specific problem areas. Constant tracking research is for example customer satisfaction
measurements conducted on a regular basis or typical omnibus surveys. Research
undertaken in order to determine specific problem areas are separate or so called ad hoc
surveys that generally are one-time studies and carried out occasionally. The sample in ad
hoc surveys can be specified by regions or certain customer groups such as for example
professional or private drivers. Usually these separate surveys may be more costly and timeconsuming. (Lotti 1994.)
Conducted CSM can often be seen only as a single “snapshot” in time, but by undertaking
surveys regularly trend information over time can be obtained. Trend data can help the
company or organization to identify issues that need to be addressed or improved. Openended questions can also provide valuable information on specific issues. In order to get real
benefits from customer feedback, customer satisfaction measurements cannot only be a
one-time activity. It is necessary for the company or organization to form an ongoing and
constantly reviewed quality management system and customer feedback framework.
(Czarnecki 1998, Krivobokova 2009.)

2.2.2 Segmenting the market
Organizations from all different sectors, whether they are commercial companies or
government agencies, deal with a wide range of people. This means that the organizations
have a customer base with diverse needs. By segmenting and identifying different groups
within their customers, organizations can adjust their services to meet the different needs.
According to Garnham et al. (1999), different customers and stakeholder groups have
different expectations and needs on the road network. Hence, segmenting the customers
allows the road administration to determine the specific needs for the different groups of
customers. When conducting market research, it can be useful to compare different
customer groups and to explore if the organization is achieving higher levels of customer
satisfaction with one customer segment compared to the other segments etc. (Adams et al.
2006, Garnham et al. 1999.)
Table 2 lists examples of typical costumer and road user segmentation used in customer
satisfaction measurement by road administrations in for example Finland, Scotland, Norway
and Minnesota, USA.
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Table 2.

Costumer segmentation within the road sector

Primary:

Household / car ownership:

-

-

Age
Gender
Working Status
Income level
Education level
Possible disabilities or handicaps

-

Possibility to regular access to a car
Nr. of cars in household
Type of residential area (densely vs.
sparsely populated)
Nr. of persons in household
Nr. of licensed drivers in household

-

Region/county

Driving habits:

Other:

-

Professional or private driver
Kilometers driven per year
Regular use of car

-

-

Commuter or not
Use of different modes of

How long the trip to the workplace takes
How easy it is to predict duration of trips
Knowledge and image of the road
administration

transportation (bus, bicycle etc.)

2.2.3 CSM models
Customer satisfaction measurements have had a central position especially in the United
States. The focus on service quality as a concept has increasingly grown mostly because of
its relation to costs, profitability, customer satisfaction, customer retention and positive word
of mouth (Buttle 1996). The original idea of CSM has its roots in the concept Total Quality
Management (TQM). According to Vavra (1997), the TQM approach was introduced in the
late 1970s and the basis of the concept is to improve quality and performance and to
increase customer satisfaction. Key principles of the concept are customer focus, continuous
improvement and decision making. According to the method, improvements in quality of
products or services will lead to higher levels of customer satisfaction. Decision-making
processes and quality decisions in a company or organization should thus be based on
measurements and market research. (Vavra 1997.)
Another well-known and extensively applied model in customer satisfaction and service
quality measurement is the SERVQUAL model. SERVQUAL is a service quality framework
developed by Parasuranam et al. in the 1980s. The main idea of the model is to identify
service quality gaps by measuring both perceptions and expectations of customers (Lotti
1994). The model comprises 22 attributes and the service quality is measured by using five
dimensions: Tangibles, Reliability, Responsiveness, Assurance and Empathy (Wisniewski
2001).
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By using the model SERVQUAL, managers can define which areas need to be targeted for
performance improvement. Wisniewski (2001) argues that performance improvements can
be prioritized by combining the largest negative gaps with an assessment of where
expectations are highest. Wisniewski (2001) further argues that positive gaps indicate that
the expectations are not just being met but also exceeded, which provides managers with a
tool to review whether they might be “over-supplying” a specific feature or “over-performing”
in a specific area of service. This aspect of the model is particularly relevant for the public
sector as they are dealing with increasing budget cuts.
Furthermore, Wisniewski (2001) suggests that the gap analysis approach can be useful at
comparing the needs of different customer segments or of customers in different regions. For
example if a regional office consistently has smaller gaps than the rest of the regional offices,
it is more likely to meet the customers‟ expectations than the other offices. The functionality
of SERVQUAL has, however, also been criticized both on theoretical and operational
grounds by a number of researches (e.g. Buttle 1996). For example according to Buttle
(1996), SERVQUAL‟s five dimensions are not universals. Moreover, he argues that there is a
high degree of intercorrelation between the different dimensions.
SIMALTO (Simultaneous Multi-Attribute Level Trade-Off) is a model developed in England in
the late 1970s. The model measures customer‟s expectations, experiences and the
importance of different factors. But in addition to this, the model also allows the customer to
prioritize and asses the order of improvements (Lotti 1994). Figure 6 presents a hypothetical
example of how results produced by using SIMALTO could be presented. According to the
hypothetical example, the customers or in this case road users would be most interested in
the variable “General condition of road surfaces”.

IMPORTANCE

10
• GENERAL CONDITION OF ROAD SURFACES
8
• SPEED OF WHICH ROAD DEFECTS ARE REPAIRED
6
• VISIBILITY OF ROAD SIGNAGE
• PROVISION OF LIGHTING ALONG ROADS

4
2

• MANAGEMENT OF VEGETATION

0
2

4

6

8

10

12

14

PRIORITY OF IMPROVMENTS

Figure 6.
Customers’ assessment on the importance and improvement regarding
different variables
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Organizations operating in the public sector are constantly working under financial and
resource constraints and thus it is essential that customer expectations are properly
measured and understood. Although for example SERVQUAL is a useful model and tool for
managers to identify gaps in service quality, it will not provide a complete overall picture of
the customers‟ perceptions, needs and expectations. Moreover, it is essential not only to
explore the expressed needs of the customer but also the unexpressed needs or perceptions
and how resources should be allocated and prioritized. (Wisniewski 2001.)

2.2.4 Qualitative research methods
Qualitative research is often conducted to gain understanding and insight into customer
behavior and the motives behind customers‟ decision-making processes and to identify
patterns in those behaviors and thoughts. Furthermore, it aims to gather more in-depth
information and to answer questions such as why and how. In other words, one could say
that qualitative research is less superficial compared to quantitative research. It was noted by
McGivern (2009) that a great difference between qualitative and quantitative research is that
qualitative methods are usually more flexible and less structured what allows the interviewer
to make more detailed questions or to modify the interview to suit the way in the direction in
which the research is developing. This less structured and standardized approach, however,
has to be taken into consideration and monitored when controlling the reliability of the
research. Qualitative research methods are used in a wide range of settings such as to
explore and develop ideas for products and services, to create understanding of social
issues and to provide information to help develop policies and strategies. (McGivern 2009.)
There is a wide range of different qualitative methods, but the most common and used are
observational research, focus groups and in-depth interviews (Swarc 2005). Qualitative
research generally involves relatively small sample sizes and the results are typically
expressed as words or pictures. The smaller sample sizes has led to that qualitative research
methods have been criticized for not being representative of the whole population from which
the sample was chosen. McGivern (2009) claims, however, that this is misguided criticism as
results from qualitative research are not meant to be statistically representative. (McGivern
2009.)
Many researches do suggest that it is beneficial to conduct explorative qualitative research
before undertaking further surveys regarding customer service in order to capture initial
observations, feelings and reactions and to provide a basis for further research. The benefits
are that the researcher will hear how the customers talk about an issue or a product and
about the range of issues that frustrate or satisfy the customers the most in their own words
as the questions in qualitative research generally are asked as open-ended questions. This
information can then be useful when structuring quantitative research and designing the
questionnaire. Qualitative studies are often considered to be more costly as the cost per
respondent is greater than in quantitative studies. However, the smaller sample sizes in
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qualitative research mean that overall project costs can be smaller. (McGivern 2009, Szwarc
2005.)
Observational research
Observational research, i.e. collecting data about people by observing them, can take many
forms and the main objective with these kinds of studies is to gather valuable information that
customers would not recall if answering questions in a survey. In other words observational
research can be used to record how people behave and react and to manage customers‟
expectations or to understand the difference between what customers answer or say and
what actually happens. As a result, observational research can be a useful tool for
discovering exactly how people use services or goods (Adams et al. 2006). A disadvantage
with observational methods is that they can be more costly and time-consuming and that the
observations can be interpreted differently. (Szwarc 2005.)
There are two types of observational research: simple observation and participant
observation. Simple observation includes watching and recording people and their activities
in whatever setting that is relevant to the research. The difference between simple and
participant observation is that in simple observational studies, the researcher does not
interact with those being observed. According to McGivern (2009), the knowledge of being
observed might alter the behavior of the people being observed. It is important to try to
minimize this effect by making the participants more comfortable with the situation of being
observed. McGivern (2005) suggest that this can be done in the following ways:


explaining the process and the end use of data to the participants



giving a general overview rather than a precise description of the purpose of the
research

 allowing the participants to take some time to get used to the idea of being observed
It can be a good idea to observe the participants of a study in different environments
interacting with different people in order to see if variations can be detected (McGivern 2009).
Interviews and focus groups
Focus groups are often used in market research to explore what a particular customer group
needs or what they will consume. Usually a group of 10-20 people are brought together to
represent a particular population such as members of a particular profession, potential
customers or senior citizens (Fink 1995). The group size is kept relatively small for a
discussion to evolve but still large enough for different views to be formed (McGivern 2005).
The aim is to allow the participants to interact with each other and discuss the topics
appointed for the research. Focus groups can result in relatively in-depth understanding of
and insight into the different aspects of customer perception, satisfaction and service
(Szwarc 2005). However, the findings may not be applicable to the larger population if the
focus group is unique in unanticipated ways, e.g. more educated included, Fink (1995) states.
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Moreover, Szwarc (2005) points out that findings arising from the focus group cannot be
assumed to statistically represent the whole population from which they have been sampled.
Factors that affect the success of focus groups are for example having a good moderator to
facilitate the discussion, recruiting the right participants and having customer-focused topics
prepared to be discussed (Szwarc 2005).
In-depth interviews are a more suitable choice than focus groups if the respondents are
geographically scattered or if the aim is to collect individual case stories or if it is important to
avoid other people to influence the participant‟s responses (Szwarc 2005). Szwarc (2005)
further suggests that the use of interviews might also be more appropriate if the topic is more
sensitive such as talking about personal wealth or where more extensive comments are
needed from the participant.
Panels and workshops
Workshops can be useful when exploring selected issues more in detail, solving problems
and developing or coming up with new ideas. Workshops generally involve a group of people
of about 15-20 and which often include clients as well as consumers. The group can also be
divided into smaller sub-groups during the workshop in order create discussions on different
aspects of an issue. (McGivern 2009.)
A panel is a qualitative research method where a same group of people is recruited to take
part in interviews to discuss a given topic, product or service over a certain period of time.
Panels are commonly used in market research and a typical feature of qualitative panels is
that the respondents in a panel stay unchanged (Lotti 1994). This is an important aspect
when researching for example consumer habits and the changes related to these habits. A
panel usually consists of about 20 people that meet on a regular basis to discuss about an
assigned subject (McGivern 2009). A benefit with panels is that these can be less expensive
to use compared to other qualitative methods where the same number of separate groups
have to recruited every time. By using panels, the same respondents participate several
times and no additional recruiting costs arise. Furthermore, the respondents learn to know
each other and might be more forthcoming to present and bring forward their opinions.
(McGivern 2009.)
Online qualitative research
The most common online qualitative research methods are web-based group discussions
and bulletin board discussions. The recruitment of people to participate in such online
research can be accomplished via traditional methods or direct online for example via “popups” on specific web-sites or by e-mail invitation (McGivern 2009). The benefit with online
surveys is that the data is directly fed into the researcher‟s computer program but a problem
related to online surveys is that not all potential respondents have computer skills or access
to the internet (Adams et al. 2006).
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2.2.5 Quantitative research methods
Quantitative research is concerned with measurements of quantitative properties. It can be
used to measure things such as the size of the market or segment, to validate a finding or to
test hypotheses (Szwarc 2005). Quantitative measurements usually aim to describe the
characteristics of a population and to answer the questions how many, how much, how often
and how important something is. Furthermore, the aim is to generalize the acquired results
by using statistical methods and analysis. There is a wide range of different quantitative
methods, but the most common and used methods are mail surveys, face-to-face interviews,
telephone interviews and Internet surveys. Quantitative research typically consists of
collecting data from a relatively large sample in a standardized way and the results are
usually presented as numbers in tables, graphs or charts (McGivern 2009).
The benefits with quantitative research are for example that it usually is more inexpensive
and easier to conduct and that the acquired data is easier to handle and more simple to
transfer to computerized form. In addition, the results can easier be compared with prior
results from undertaken surveys. The disadvantages are that it can be hard to track who from
the sample has actually responded to the survey and who has decided not to participate. In
other words, there is a risk that some population groups are over or under represented.
(Öster 2008.)
Mail surveys
Mail surveys, also called postal surveys, are as a research method relatively inexpensive to
use and a benefit with this kind of method is that extra material, such as maps etc, can be
included (Szwarc 2005). By delivering the questionnaire directly to the potential respondents,
you can avoid interviewer costs and thus decrease the costs. Hence, these types of surveys
are very popular among small projects with restricted budgets. Also large-scale research
project use mail surveys often due to the fact that a large number of respondents are
required and where the costs and time involved in the data collecting are essential issues.
Another advantage with mail surveys are that respondents usually perceive this research
method as less intrusive, as the option not to respond to the survey is easier to make
(Szwarc 2005). Mail surveys are also more flexible as the respondents can complete the
survey at a time convenient to them. (Adams et al. 2006.)
However, mail surveys do have some limitations. One problem that affects the collection of
initial thoughts is that the respondent is able to see all the questions being asked in the
questionnaire beforehand. In other words, the respondents will get ideas that would not have
occurred to them spontaneously before what might affect his or hers answers. Another
limitation with mail surveys as a research method is that it might be more time-consuming as
you have to give the respondents sufficient time to send back their completed questionnaire.
Moreover, the response rates tend to be lower when using mail surveys as data collection
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method. Thus, reminders and incentives are often used to boost response rates. (Szwarc
2005.)
Face-to-face interviews
Face-to-face interviews can take place in different settings depending on the nature of the
survey. Typical places are for example the respondent‟s home, in the street, in a shopping
mall or other similar central locations. The place to choose for a particular survey depends on
factors such as the length of the survey. If it is a longer survey, a face-to-face interview at the
respondent‟s home might be most appropriate place. (McGivern 2009.) Another type of faceto-face interviews is exit surveys. These are surveys conducted outside stores or other
facilities to determine what products have been purchased or how the respondents felt about
the particular facility (Adams et al. 2006).
The advantages with face-to-face interviews are that the more personal approach may
encourage people to participate as respondents (Adams et al. 2006). However, according to
Szwarc (2005) these kinds of personal interviews may also lead to social bias as the
respondents might feel that they need to provide a particular answer to a question in order to
be seen in a good light by the interviewer. Another advantage with face-to-face interviews is
that response rates usually tend to be relatively high. In addition, extra material can be used
and the face-to-face method allows more flexibility in the interviewing process. (McGivern
2009.)
Limitations and weaknesses associated with face-to-face interviews are that the interviews
need to take place at a time when it is most likely to meet the range of people that need to be
interviewed and that face-to-face interviews generally are rather time-consuming. Moreover,
it is a relatively expensive method as it requires highly skilled and trained interviewers. If the
respondents are geographically scattered, there are travel and other related costs that needs
to be taken into consideration (Szwarc 2005). Another disadvantage with face-to-face
interviews is that errors might occur. This can happen in cases when the interviewers fail to
screen the potential respondents carefully, i.e. the selected respondents do not fit the sample
profile, or if the interviewer fail to record the data accurately. According to Adams et al.
(2006), any mistakes in the recording of information may have a major impact on the
accuracy of the results. (Adams et al. 2006.)
Telephone interviews
Telephone research is a popular research method but today it is facing new challenges due
to the increasing popularity of mobile phones (Szwarc 2005). According to Statistics Finland
(2002), almost four of five households used traditional fixed line telephones in the late 1990‟s.
In year 2002, the commonness of fixed line telephones had decreased to less than 70%. At
the same time the usage of mobile phones had increased from 60% to 90% (Tilastokeskus
2010). The problem with conducting telephone interviews over mobile phone is that people
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might feel embarrassed about answering different questions in pubic locations (Szwarc 2005).
Moreover, it is harder to gather a truly random sample, as everyone does not have the same
chance of being selected if they do not have a listed fixed line telephone (McGivern 2009).
Telephone interviews are usually conducted from special call centers what can be
considered as an advantage according to Szwarc (2005). This because there is more
supervision and control over the quality of the interviewing at such centers compared to faceto-face interviews that are conducted at respondents‟ homes or shopping malls. Furthermore
telephone interviews are generally more inexpensive than face-to-face interviews, as there
are no travel or distribution costs. It is also relatively easy to determine the response and
refusal rate as well as to monitor the sample and check that it is still representative
(McGivern 2009). Another advantage with telephone interviews is that respondents might
feel more comfortable in answering questions of sensitive nature over the telephone.
(Szwarc 2005.)
Like all data collections methods, telephone interviews as a research method can have its
limitations. The weaknesses related to telephone interviewing is the difficulty to include
stimulus or extra material and the structure and content of the questionnaire. If for example
the questionnaire contains too many attributes to rate, the interview can be very tedious and
tiresome both for the respondent and the interviewer, Szwarc (2005) states.
Internet / e-mail surveys
Online research is research conducted via the Internet and typical methods are Internet
surveys and e-mail surveys. The respondents are usually recruited to participate to Internet
surveys via “pop-ups” or specific websites and to e-mail surveys via e-mail invitation where
the questionnaire is sent directly to potential respondents (McGivern 2009). The strengths
associated with Internet or e-mail surveys are that the data is directly fed into the
researcher‟s computer and that these methods usually are quick and effective at reaching a
wider audience (Adams et al. 2006).
Internet and e-mail surveys do have a number of disadvantages. According to Szwarc (2005),
the online methods share similar disadvantages as mail survey, for example non-response
bias and the uncertainty of who actually responded to the survey. Furthermore, respondents
may want to remain anonymous and hence do not want to return a questionnaire from their
own e-mail address (Adams et al. 2006).

2.2.6 Sampling methods
An important step in a research project is to define who to include in the research, i.e. whom
to collect data from. Due to financial constraints, it is not possible to administer a survey to all
customers. Samples are created because it is generally impossible to interview everyone
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who are interested in or affected by the subject of the research project. A sample is a
selection or a portion of a larger group or in other words the population. However, the sample
needs to be representative of all of these different groups of people. These groups of people
form a so called population of interest and the sample should represent the whole population
of interest for the survey to be accurate. The process of sampling ensures that the results of
a survey based on a sample of customers are generalizable to all customers. This aspect is
particularly important when undertaking quantitative research, as the data produced from
such research need to be reliable and valid. However, no sample is completely accurate as it
usually includes some degree of error or bias. (Adams et al. 2006, Hayes 1998.)
Sampling plans are usually developed because of the difficulties related to identifying the
sample to be surveyed. In other words, a sampling plan is usually established in order to
know how many respondents are required to participate in the study, whom to include in the
survey and how to contact these respondents. According to Adams et al. (2006), another
benefit with a sampling plan is that it can help identify any potential problems early on in the
research process. Further on, Adams et al. (2006) list the following steps that should be
included in an effective sampling plan:


to identify precisely the population of interest



to choose the sampling method or methods to use



to decide how many respondents that need to be surveyed from each group

 to identify how the sample will be contacted
Another essential step is to calculate how much it will cost to gather all the data from the
sample as this generally is one of the largest costs in a research project (Adams et al. 2006).
Sampling methods are usually divided into two types: probability sampling and nonprobability sampling. The most common types of probability sampling are simple and
stratified random sampling. In simple random sampling, everyone of the population has an
equal chance of being selected for the survey. Hence, probability sampling provides a
statistical basis for the sample to be representative of the whole target population. The
advantage of simple random sampling is that you are able to get an unbiased sample without
too much difficulty. The disadvantage is that a simple random sample may not include all of
the attributes of a population that are of interest. If you for example have results from
previous studies showing that younger and older drivers differ in their customer satisfaction,
the risk in simple random sampling is that you might not get a large enough proportion of e.g.
older drivers in your sample. (Fink 1995.)
Stratified random sampling can be used when you need to be sure that you select and get
the right proportions of people with certain characteristics such as age, gender, residential
area, level of education, health status, etc. In stratified random sampling the population is
divided into subgroups and a random sample is then selected from each of these subgroups.
The disadvantage with this type of sampling is that it is more complicated than simple
random sampling. Furthermore, the subgroups must be selected correctly as too many
subgroups may lead to a large and expensive survey. Another type of probability sampling is
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cluster sampling. In cluster sampling, clusters are randomly selected and all members of the
selected cluster or clusters are included in the sample. You can decide either to survey all
the members or to select randomly among the members. Cluster sampling is generally used
in large surveys and can for example be used to focus on and survey randomly selected
regions or counties. The difference between stratified sampling and cluster sampling is that
you in stratified sampling have to create the groups. (Fink 1995.)
Non-probability sampling is the second type of sampling. In non-probability sampling,
samples are chosen based on the aims of the survey and on the different characteristics of
the target population. In other words, some members of the population have a chance of
being chosen to participate in the survey whereas some do not. A typical example of nonprobability sampling is the use of focus groups. Focus groups are often used especially in
market research to examine the customers‟ views and needs. (Fink 1995.)
The size of a sample reflects the amount of people or places (e.g. regions, departments,
schools etc) that need to be surveyed to get accurate and reliable results. Factors that affect
the sample size are time, costs and how exact the information needs to be. For example if
you increase the size of the sample, you will also increase the costs of the data collection
and analysis. There are different formulas and statistical calculations to use to estimate the
needed sample size for a survey, but often it is based on experience. In smaller surveys, a
sample size of 500 already provides a good picture of the overall results. If the goal is to
analyze a sample according to different customer or population groups, the sample size
needs to be bigger. An increase in the sample size also has a positive effect on the standard
error, i.e. the standard error or sampling variation decreases. The relation between these two
variables is presented in Figure 7. (Fink 1995, Lotti 1994.)

Figure 7.

The relation between sample size and standard error (Fink 1995.)

Whichever sampling method that is chosen to be used for the survey, there is generally a
loss of information because of non-response. In other words, all of the selected members of
the target population will most likely not respond to the survey. The ideal would be a
response rate of 100%, but this is usually impossible and would require increased costs and
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time. The proportion of the non-responses should always be reported by the determination of
how substantial it is and to which customer groups it is focused. (Lotti 1994.)
According to Naumann et al. (1995), determining of the appropriate sample size is a complex
decision involving many tradeoffs. An important aspect is the amount of time available for the
survey. The larger the sample, the more time it takes to gather and analyze the data. Other
factors that influence the choice of sample size are money, type of questionnaire and staffing
(if research not outsourced). (Naumann et al. 1995.)

2.2.7 Reliability and validity of a survey
Measurement instruments can help -us better understand and measure the level of
satisfaction of our customers to uncover any perceived problems with our services or
products. In order to obtain our customers‟ opinions and current level of satisfaction, we need
to accurately measure these attitudes. The goal of every CSM program is good-quality data.
In other words, when developing the measures to be used for CSM, it is important to ensure
that the data and results obtained from measurements provide reliable and valid information.
There are a number of factors that influence the quality of various type of data for example
the chosen measurement method as data gathering techniques and these again relate to
sample selection, question complexity and identification of correct respondents. (Hayes 1998,
Naumann et al. 1995.)
According to Hayes (1998), the term reliability is used to describe the degree of error
associated with a measure. There are various factors affecting the level of reliability, for
example sample size, sample of people and numbers of items in the scale. A decreased
sampling error can be achieved with an increased sample size. Similarly, an increased
number of items in the questionnaire will lead to a higher reliability. Furthermore, Hayes
(1998) states that reliability of scales is especially important when exploring the relationship
between different variables. Low reliability leads to lower observed correlation between two
variables. In other words, if the reliability for one or both of the variables is low, incorrect
conclusions concerning relationships between different variables can be made. (Hayes
1998.)
A good and accurate sample represents the whole population, i.e. if important characteristics
of the population are distributed evenly by all groups. This is an important aspect particularly
in quantitative research. No matter how exact the sample is chosen, the sample will most
likely include errors or biases. Typically these errors are non-sampling errors. Usually they
occur due to imprecision in the definition of survey objectives or to errors in measurement
methods and in design of survey. Another source of non-sampling errors or biases is nonresponse. Everyone selected to the sample will not participate in the survey and not all of the
respondents will answer all questions, which is called item non-response. Other factors that
may result in biases are poorly worded questions and untrained interviewers. (Fink 1995.)
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No results based on surveys are absolute and factors such as sample size may influence the
research‟s reliability. By increasing the sample you can increase the reliability, but on the
other hand this will also lead to increased costs. There are statistical methods that can be
used to “correct” or compensate non-responses either to entire surveys or just some
questions. A common method is “weighting” where the aim is to weight the data to correctly
represent the population. (Fink 1995, Lotti 1994.)

2.2.8 Response rates
When conducting customer satisfaction measurements or surveys, it is unlikely that all
customers will return a completed survey. According to Hayes (1998), response rate can be
defined as the percent of returned and completed surveys of all the surveys that were
administered or distributed. Especially for mail surveys, response rates tend to be low. When
planning the survey and sampling process, you must take into account the response rate.
Hayes (1998) suggests that to obtain and achieve a certain sample size, you need to
distribute more surveys than otherwise would be needed for the analysis. Furthermore,
Hayes states that the following formula can be used to calculate the distribution sample size:
Distribution size = Needed Sample Size / Response Rate
The formula does acquire us to estimate the expected response rate beforehand and to
conclude the needed sample size for a given level of confidence. The estimated response
rate can for example be based on similar surveys conducted in the past. (Hayes 1998.)
In order to encourage people to participate in a survey and to increase the response rate,
companies or organizations can try to offer and use incentives such as a chance to enter a
prize draw. Other techniques used to increase response rates are for example to include a
personalized cover letter, pre-notification of the survey and reminders. Especially in mail and
online surveys at least one reminder is often sent usually to those who have not returned the
questionnaire before a certain date. (Adams et al. 2006, McGivern 2009.)

2.2.9 Response formats and scale types
An important step in a survey‟s development process is to select a response format, i.e. how
customers can respond to the items or questions in the survey. This because the response
format determines how the data gathered from the survey can be used (Hayes 1998).
According to Burns et al. (2008), there are three basic question-response formats and each
one of these has two variations. These different response formats and their variations are
presented in Figure 9.
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When using open-ended response format questions, respondents are instructed to respond
in his or her own words. This kind of response format is suitable for and used especially in
exploratory research. Open-ended questions can be divided into unaided and aided
response formats. Categorical response format questions provides specific response options
and this kind of format is used when the researcher already knows the possible response to
a question. Response options ensure that respondents can answer questions quickly and
effortlessly. Metric response questions usually provide the respondents to choose from a
scale developed by the researcher. Respondents can for example be asked to rate their level
of satisfaction in a scale from 1-10 or in scale descriptors such as “poor”, “fair”, “good”, “very
good” and “excellent”. Alternatively, metric response format questions can be of a natural
type where respondents may be asked to provide numbers in their answer. (Burns et al.
2008.)
Level of
Measurement

Response Format

Unaided

What can you
recall from..

Aided

Do you recall any
other issue than..

Dual-Choice

Answer yes
or no..

Multiple-Choice

From the following
list, which..

Natural

How many times
did you..

Synthetic

Would you rate it
as poor, fair..

Open-ended

Format can be..

Categorical

Metric

Figure 8.

Example

Level of measurement and response formats (modified from Burns et al. 2008.)

Probably the most widely used scale in survey research is the Likert Scale. When using the
Likert Scale, respondents are asked to specify their level of agreement to a statement. In
other words, the Likert Scale is designed to allow customers to respond in varying degrees.
According to McGivern (2009), the response format of a typical Likert Scale consists of five
points which can be listed as followed:
5
Agree strongly
4
Agree
3
Neither agree nor disagree
2
Disagree
1

Disagree strongly
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According to Hayes (1998), the advantage of using a Likert-type format or scale rather than
for example a “yes-no”-scale is the possibility to more variability of the scores. Moreover,
scales with only two response options have, from a statistical perspective, less reliability than
scales with five response options. Hayes (1998) also points out, that reliability seems to level
off after five scale points, which suggests that there is not too much need to use more than
five scale points. Another advantage is that the Likert-type format allows you to determine
the percentage of positive or negative responses for a certain attribute or issue. This can be
done for example by combining the responses on the ends of the scale (e.g. combining
strongly agree and agree to positive responses). (Hayes 1998.)
Another example of a response format or scale is ranking. In order to measure opinions or
attitudes, respondents can be asked to rank a set of attitudes relevant to the issue. Ranking
can thus provide an idea of how a person evaluates an object or a set of criteria. The main
difference with regard to a Likert-type format is that with ranking we cannot establish the
distance or intervals between the rankings. Problems with scales are also possible.
Respondents might for example have the tendency to avoid using the extreme values of the
scales. (McGivern 2009.)

2.3 Establishing a CSM program
Customer satisfaction is formed by the customers‟ subjective experiences of the
organizations‟ products or services. Moreover, customer satisfaction is strongly connected
with the present and that is why customer satisfaction has to be claimed again and again in
daily contacts with the customers. Customer perception should thus be measured on a
systematic and continuous basis. If the gathering and obtaining of customer feedback and
information are not ongoing, a management system reacting on customer input cannot be
established. According to Sandholm (2000), customer perceptions and customer feedback
regarding their needs and expectations must be fed back to the organization and used as a
basis for improvement work in order for a company or organization to be successful in quality
management. (Rope et al. 1994.)

2.3.1 Required decisions
An important step in the CSM process is to identify customers‟ requirements or quality
dimensions and the appreciated characteristics of a product or service. In other words, the
customer requirements will define the quality and level of standard of our services. According
to Hayes (1998), knowledge of customer requirements and expectations is essential to
provide a better understanding of how customers define the quality of your services. If you
understand these requirements, you are in a better position to develop measures to achieve
satisfied customers. (Hayes 1998.)
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In order to determine the level of customer satisfaction, continuous and systematic
measurement is required. If customer feedback is not measured continuously and only
gathered one time with the intention to identify possible problem areas, an organizational
strategy based on and reacting to customer input cannot be formed. Systematic and
continuous measurement activity is also required if the aim is to maintain the standard of an
organization‟s operations by using information concerning customer satisfaction. (Rope et al.
1994.)
According to Rope et al. (1994), certain decisions are required in order to design and
construct a system for gathering customer data. Decisions are needed in the following areas:


how often to measure: constantly or in certain time intervals



which customers to include in the sample : everyone or special segments/customer
groups



what issues or attributes to measure (satisfaction levels concerning issues defined
and decided beforehand or overall level of satisfaction)



which measurement method to use

All of these issues affect what type of data that will be gathered and with which level of
precision. The data gathering system will always be a compromise that is designed
depending on and taking into consideration the possibilities to utilize the data, the
economical aspect and functionality of the system. If the customer satisfaction measurement
system is designed to be too complicated, it will be hard to execute and the data will be
difficult to handle and analyze and the system will not be cost-effective. (Rope et al. 1994.)

2.3.2 Identification of survey objectives
The first and most important step in a CSM program is to clarify and define the objectives.
Only by clarifying the objectives, you will be able to select and design a good and functioning
CSM program (Naumann et al. 1995). Otherwise, there is a risk that you are collecting too
much low-impact data. Moreover, clarifying objectives allows a company or organization to
adopt a clear direction for the CSM program and efforts. According to the views of Naumann
et al. (1995), the following three questions must be answered in order to develop good and
concise objectives:


why are we doing this (i.e. why are we undertaking CSM)



who will use the data



in what form should the data be in order to be valuable

The most common answer to the question “why are we doing this?” is that a company or
organization is trying to better understand the customers‟ needs and preferences or to
determine whether there have occurred any problems related to the provided products or
services. Some organizations might want to measure the customers‟ perception of delivered
quality to learn whether improvement works have been noticed by the customers and
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resulted in higher levels of satisfaction. Naumann et al. (1995) summed the most common
CSM objectives up and state that these are:


to get closer to the customer



to measure continuous improvement from the customer‟s perspective



to use customer input as the driver for process improvement



to link CSM data to internal performance measures

2.3.3 Choosing the best research method
The goal of most CSM programs is good-quality-data. The quality of data gathered in
customer satisfaction measurements is influenced by a number of different factors. One
factor is the data-gathering technique, i.e. are the measurements undertaken by mail,
telephone or personal surveys. But how do you decide which is the best survey method for a
particular research project? The data-gathering technique also relates to issues like sample
selection and identification of respondents, Naumann et al. (1995) states.
When you are planning to undertake some form of market research or measurement, there
are multiple factors that need to be taken into consideration when choosing the best, most
appropriate and optimal survey mode or research method for your project. Each data
gathering method has unique advantages, disadvantages and special features (Burns et al.
2008). According to Adams et al. (2006), the following factors affect what type of research
method is the best research method for you:


the type of information that you need – qualitative, quantitative or both



the resources you have access to – both technology and human resources



the type or groups of people you need to interview

 the methods and resources that can be used for the data handling and analyzing
Furthermore, Adams et al. (2006) states that your choice of method to use is also
constrained by the time and money you have available for the project.
There are many options to consider when choosing the best and most appropriate research
method. Before you make your decision regarding what research method to use to collect
information, you ought to compare the strengths and limitations of each method. An
advantage of a written survey is the relatively low cost of administration and data analysis.
For telephone surveys the key advantage is good quality control and reasonable cost. The
advantages and disadvantages related to different qualitative and quantitative research
methods are summarized in Table 3. The use of especially qualitative research methods has
grown in popularity. According to Elmore-Yalch (1998), this is mostly due to the lower costs,
the excellent means to understand the in-depth motivation and feelings of customers and the
benefit of improving the efficiency of quantitative research. (Czarnecki 1998.)
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Table 3.
methods

Advantages and disadvantages of qualitative and quantitative research

Advantages

Disadvantages

Observational
Research

useful tool for discovering exactly
how people use services or
goods

costly; time consuming;
observations can be
interpreted differently

Interviews and
focus groups

costly; in-depth interviews useful
if the respondents are
geographically scattered

cannot be assumed to
statistically represent the
whole population

panels can be less expensive as
respondents don‟t have to be
recruited every time; encourage
creativity

require a greater time
commitment from the
participants; the group
setting may intimidate some
participants

cost effective; data is directly fed
into the researcher‟s computer
program

not all potential respondents
have computer skills or
access to the Internet

cost effective; extra material (e.g.
maps) can be included;
respondents usually perceive this
method as less intrusive;
possible to conduct longer
surveys; efficient to reach a large
audience

time-consuming; affects the
collection of initial thoughts;
lower response rates; no
control over who is actually
responding

a more personal approach;
higher response rates; extra
material can be used;
flexibility possible in the
interviewing process

time-consuming; costly;
hard to get a wide enough
geographic coverage; hard
to conduct with large sample
sizes

higher response rates;
reasonable cost; easy to include
respondents from wide or
different geographical regions;
good quality control

more households are
becoming cell-only; difficult
to include stimulus or extra
material

data is directly fed into the
researcher‟s computer program;
effective method to reach a wider
audience

uncertainty of who actually
responded to the survey in
Internet research; harder for
respondents to stay
anonymous when using email surveys

Panels and
workshops

Online qualitative
research

Mail surveys

Face-to-face
interviews

Telephone
interviews

Internet / e-mail
surveys
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2.3.4 Focusing and determining list of attributes
As a basis for improvement work, both data and analysis of these data are required. In order
to have a substantial basis for decision-making, sufficient collection of data is needed. It is
essential, that the data collected apply to the topic in question. In can be tempting to try to
gather information concerning a variety of issues when undertaking market research and
customer satisfaction measurement. All of these studied issues might not even be relevant to
the research problem and if one tries to concentrate on too many issues it will most likely
result in increased costs and longer deadline for the delivery of research findings (Adams et
al. 2006, Bergman et al. 1994.)
A critical component of customer satisfaction research is to determine the extent of which
existing services and products meet the needs and expectations of the customer. These
expectations can be formalized as a set of attributes that capture and represent issues that
are seen as important by the customers. When determining the attributes that should be
included in the CSM, it is important to look at the issue both from the internal or
organizational perspective and the external or customer perspective. According to ElmoreYalch (1998), a combination of qualitative and quantitative research methods and techniques
can be used to identify the critical performance attributes.
The organizational knowledge should, however, be the first source of information in the
process, as the internal employees know their work and their customers. Moreover, the
employees are often also customers, Elmore-Yalch (1998) points out. An internal exploratory
research will help the organization to finalize the study objectives and survey questionnaire,
make meaningful recommendations for quality improvement and recommendations that are
consistent with the organization‟s strategy. By undertaking research concerning the
customers‟ views, the organization can form an understanding of the perceptions and
organizational performance from the customers‟ perspective. (Elmore-Yalch 1998.)
Focusing and determining the list of performance attributes is potentially the most important
step the whole CSM process (Elmore-Yalch 1998). In other words, the essential thing is to
ask the right questions so that the improvement focus within a company or an organization
relates to what is important to the customers (Kessler 1996). Focusing on a handful of
measures is much more important than too many detailed questions. The customer
management plan should be reviewed on a regular basis to ensure that it still is relevant and
valid (Stickler et al. 2003).
Ultimately, usefulness of CSM survey and research methods comes from improved decisions
and customer/stakeholder satisfaction, including their use to determine contractor
performance and possible bonuses. It is important that survey and research methods are
related to outcomes. Experimentation is desirable because even if the methods have
shortcomings, as all of them do, some may be more effective than others for effective
decision-making or good outcomes.
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3 UTILIZATION OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION MEASUREMENTS
Even if most companies and organizations are measuring customer satisfaction nowadays,
many of these have problems to develop a framework or strategy on how to utilize the results
from the measurements effectively. This chapter will discuss the different aspects of the
utilization of results from conducted CSM. In addition the importance and possibility of
linking CSM results to decision-making processes will be presented.

3.1 Field of application
Customer satisfaction measurement is not solely sufficient. In order to really increase the
level of satisfaction, actions based on monitoring and follow-ups are needed. When the
gathering and analyzing of the data are done, the actual work of implementing the customer
input comes in. According to Naumann et al. (1995), it is not enough to know what affects
customer satisfaction. The essential thing is to improve the critical processes that affect
customer satisfaction. Naumann et al. (1995) further on state: “With commitment and
planning, use of data can provide a focus and a direction for continuous improvement
throughout the entire organization.” Lotti (1994) sums it up and states that customer
satisfaction measurement is pointless if it does not result in such produced quality that
satisfies the customers.
The goal of CSM is to not let the survey be the end of the program, but rather the start of a
quality improvement initiative. Findings from undertaken customer satisfaction measurement
can be used for a wide range of purposes. According to Rope et al. (1994), the fields of
application can be listed as followed:


to determine the problem areas in a company‟s or organization‟s quality of operations



to maintain the standard of operations



to form a basis for the management strategies and policies



to identify customer values and priorities by gathering customer feedback
systematically

McGivern (2009) state that other important aspects are to understand the wider environment,
to identify and monitor changes and trends, to build knowledge for longer-term benefit, to
identify relevant stakeholders, to understand how to influence stakeholder attitudes and
behavior. Moreover, customer feedback can be used to understand how best to
communicate with the different stakeholders. By developing a priority setting, organizations
have the possibility to plan and direct the use of resources. (McGivern 2009.)
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3.2 Tools for implementing data
The results from undertaken CSM will not transform into practice on its own. First one has to
identify the measures needed and draw up an action plan based on the analyses. If the level
of satisfaction is good, this level should be maintained. Market and customer research is
further on also needed, as the customers‟ level of satisfaction is always changing. When
considering the actions needed and the order of implementation of different factors regarding
the level of satisfaction, the prioritization of the product or service in question must be taken
into consideration. Table 4 presents a basic concept on how the results from undertaken
CSM can be assessed. (Ylikoski 1999.)

Table 4.

Assessment of results from conducted CSM (redrawn from Ylikoski 1999.)
Level of satisfaction
Low

The importance
of an attribute

High

Low

Improvement work
not urgent

Unnecessary strengths –
can be weakened

High

Attributes with highest
priority for improvement

The strengths of the
organization

In order to achieve better performance and higher levels in customer satisfaction, continuous
improvement and commitment to the development of current organization or practices are
needed. According to Czarnecki (1998) there are several types of improvements:


enhancing the value to customers through new and improved services or products



reducing errors, defects or other problems related to products or services provided



improving responsiveness



improving the company‟s or organization‟s reputation or position in fulfilling its public
responsibilities

Hence, improvement is not only driven by the goal to have better services or products, but
also by the aim to be effective and responsive. Czarnecki (1998) also states that in order to
meet these objectives, an information basis (preferably quantitative) is needed. Once the
data and customer information has been acquired, an analysis should be completed. This
analysis should especially focus on the differences between the customers and the road
administration‟s perception and views. (Stickler et al. 2003.)
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3.3 The functional roles of research in decision-making
Plans and decisions regarding policy or public services like for example infrastructural
network are nowadays issues subjected to scrutiny and often also require justification.
Therefore decisions regarding these issues should be based on robust information and
defensible evidence. Managers today have an increasingly large amount of information
available to them to help them in their decision-making processes. Social and market
research can provide information regarding knowledge of what is going on in the wider
environment and understanding people‟s attitudes. This data can further on be used for
effective planning and decision making in relation to policy development and implementation.
In other words market research can be seen as the link between the organization‟s decisionmakers and the organization‟s customers or stakeholders. (Elmore-Yalch 1998, McGivern
2009.)
All organizations, whether they are commercial companies, not-for-profit organizations or
government agencies, need to find ways to develop and improve their practices and
strategies in order to meet the demands of a changing environment. However, to decide
what and how to improve can be a complex task. In order to make appropriate decisions and
help organizations in their business decision-making processes, organizations need relevant
information. In other words, effective research can provide organizations with support to
identify possible solutions and to solve a variety of problems. Usually the organization‟s
business problem defines what information that needs to be gathered and measured. But to
truly succeed with the research, it is important to gain a real understanding of the decision or
decisions that have to be made. (Adams et al. 2006, Czarnecki 1998.)
According to Czarnecki (1998), the most important aspects of any successful measurement
program are:


to link measurements to a well-planned organizational strategy



to integrate measurements into daily decision-making



to use the measurements to encourage desired behavior

For the road administration as a governmental organization it is essential to develop suitable
strategies and policies in order to set priorities and make decisions. By determining the policy
framework through the definition of objectives, standards and intervention levels, the road
administration can more easily identify and clarify their aims (Robinson et al. 1998).
Furthermore, it can assist the road administration to achieve its goals and assist in the
decision-making processes. Market and customer research can serve three important
functional roles, Elmore-Yalch (1998) states. According to her, these roles are:


descriptive function – includes gathering and presenting statements or facts



diagnostic function – data and actions are explained



predictive function – used to “predict” the results of a planned decision or policy
change
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However, Elmore-Yalch (1998) continues that most importantly, market and customer
research improves the quality of decision-making by shedding light on the desirability of
various alternatives. Market research cannot guarantee success for a single decision, but
reliable and valid data can eliminate bad alternatives. In addition, it can provide input
concerning the strengths and weaknesses of other potential alternatives and reduce
uncertainty in the decision-making processes. (Elmore-Yalch 1998.)
There are many types of research that organizations can undertake, depending on the nature
of the decisions. According to Elmore-Yalch (1998) these are: Environmental surveillance,
Problem and opportunity definition, Identification and assessment of alternatives, Testing and
refining and finally Performance Monitoring and evaluation. These different types of research
and their relation to the decision-making process are also presented in Figure 9.

Environmental
Surveillance
& Analysis

Performance
Monitoring &
Evaluation

Policy
Decisions &
Marketing
Services

Testing /
Refining
Alternatives

Figure 9.

Problem
Opportunity /
Identification

Identification /
Assessment of
Alternatives

Market research for decision-making (redrawn from Elmore-Yalch 1998.)

3.4 CSM to support decision-making processes
Market research involves the gathering of information that provides the management with
solutions and aid for their business decision-making processes. This type of research aims to
pinpoint problems or possible objects for improvement and to gather and analyze information
needed for the work. In addition, the goal is to diminish the risks related to decision-making
by undertaking market research and receiving customer input. Bergman et al. (1994)
discusses the importance on making decisions based on facts that are well-known and not to
allow any random factors to be of decisive importance. This can be achieved by undertaking
thorough market research concerning the actual needs and views of the customers.
(Bergman et al. 1994, Lotti 1994.)
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Decision-making practices in public and private organizations may be influenced by different
factors, as Nutt (2000) suggests. Research findings play an important role in the decisionmaking processes as they provide evidence to help solve a business problem (Adams et al.
2006). Hence, a thorough understanding of the organization‟s background and the business
problem is essential in order for the researcher to conduct successful research, to find the
information required and to distinguish how the research findings will affect the decisionmaking process. The following questions need to be answered and considered in order to
identify the research problem (Adams et al. 2006):


what is known already – important to investigate background information and to
identify research areas



what decisions need to be made – the business problem needs to be defined



is the research really possible – it may not always be possible to conduct all the
research the client wants due to factors such as ethical, financial or time constraints.

According to OECD (Organization for economic co-operation and development) (1996), the
general view is that it is the road administration who collects data, undertakes analyses and
makes day-to-day decisions. But on the other hand, government officials and the public do
have direct input into decision-making processes for example through surveys conducted
regarding attitudes and perceptions. In other words, the public are ultimately responsible for
ensuring that the data collected reflect their concerns and affect project selection as well as
actions performed. (OECD 1996.)
Public input and information regarding customers‟ views are generally presented in reports.
Sandholm (2000) suggests that as these reports normally are used for decisions, it is
essential that these are drawn up so that they support the decision-making process. In other
words the reports should be structured according to information that the reader needs and
that the information is easily understood. This can for example be done by using tables and
diagrams. In the case major decisions made by top management, the width of information in
a report should be broad. Lower down in an organization, the decisions generally concern
specific details and thus the depth of the information should be greater. (Sandholm 2000.)
Organizations that explore their customers‟ perceptions and attitudes will greatly enhance
their opportunity to make better business and organizational decisions. According to Hayes
(1998), this is because these organizations will know their customers‟ requirements and
expectations and will thus be able to determine if they are meeting those requirements. But
the means for customer satisfaction measurements must accurately measure the attitudes
and perceptions in order for the companies to be able to use these results to assess the
quality of their services and products. In other words, organizations with accurate information
about the customers‟ views and perceptions concerning the quality of the services can make
better decisions to better serve their customers. (Hayes 1998.)
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PART III – International Benchmarking
4 DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL BENCHMARKING PROCESS
This chapter briefly describes the concepts behind benchmarking, the objectives of the
international benchmarking approach, the process and the methodology used in the research.
Furthermore, benchmarking as a research method is discussed and advantages of using
benchmarking are presented.

4.1 Benchmarking as a research method
Today, benchmarking is a widely used research method that gives an organization an
opportunity to develop and improve its practices and strategies. By comparing oneself to
other organizations or companies, one can obtain valuable ideas for improving existing
products, services or working practices. The basic concept of benchmarking is to identify,
understand and adapt other organizations‟ “best practices”, which can result in success in
your own organization. Benchmarking involves looking outward from your own organization
with the objective to improve your organization‟s performance by examining how others
achieve their performance. As a research method, benchmarking can be used in the
organization‟s many various business processes. Figure 10 presents the idea that
benchmarking can be suitable and applicable both for “development leaps” and continuous
development. (Sandholm 2000, Tuominen 1993.)

Continuous
development

Development leap

Continuous development

Figure 10. Benchmarking, a suitable method both for development leaps and continuous
development (redrawn from Tuominen 1993)
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Most companies and organizations have realized that in order to obtain information they
have to give information. Benchmarking for better practices enables continuous improvement
of a company or organization. By going outside the organization, one can bring back new
practices which will help the organization to move forward (Zairi 1996). According to Zairi
(1996) benchmarking is used in the following ways:


as an enabler to achieve and maintain competitiveness



as a measurement of performance through constant review of processes, practices
and methods



as a continuous process of measuring products, services and practices

Furthermore, Zairi (1996) mentions that benchmarking exposes organizations to state-of-theart practices and is a very good tool to explore creative potential in the area of
innovativeness. In other words, benchmarking allows a company or organization to
continually improve their business processes by finding and adapting best practices. Many
organizational managers are also using benchmarking to ensure that they are doing
everything that they can be doing for the organization (Czarnecki 1998). Customer focused
quality requires that a company is constantly developing their practices and
products/services in order to meet the customers‟ expectations.
According to Czarnecki (1998), benchmarking as a tool creates value by focusing the
organization on key performance gaps, bringing in ideas from other organizations, identifying
opportunities, establishing new standards of performance and making better decisions based
on a wider knowledge. In addition, benchmarking for better practices enables the
organization to sell ideas that may not otherwise be approved by political actors. Generally it
is used in the beginning stages in the improvement of specific operations or in the finding of
new solutions to experienced problems. Tuominen (1993) states that, for a benchmarking to
be successful, it should comprise the following elements:


the management‟s steering towards important development areas



the personnel‟s thorough adaptation of the benchmarking idea and involvement in the
benchmarking processes

There are, however, some concerns and misconceptions regarding benchmarking as a
research method. According to Tuominen (1993), the greatest fear associated with
benchmarking is to be marked and known as a copycat who “steals” ideas from other
companies. However, benchmarking is far from replication and copying. It requires deep
knowledge of processes and ability to understand, modify and adapt methods and practices
that might work perfectly in other circumstances but not necessarily as such in your
organization, Tuominen (1993) argues. In other words, benchmarking requires and enables
creativity and innovation. Other objects of doubtfulness concerning benchmarking as a
process are for example the assumption that it is hard to get inside another company and
acquire significant knowledge and the concern that important information will transfer from
your own company. Furthermore, Tuominen (1993) states that too much self-confidence can
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result in indifference and that a company might not be interested in development or
improvement work or programs.
There are several different types of benchmarking with international benchmarking being one
of them. International benchmarking is used for identifying best practices and practitioners
around the world. The more extensive observation area is particularly useful if there are too
few benchmarking partners within the same country, which is the case for example with road
administrations. However, international benchmarking as a research method might be more
costly and time consuming. Moreover, the results need to be analyzed cautiously due to
possible national differences. Within the road sector, the differences can appear in for
example the road classifications and standards, road lengths, etc. Other types of
benchmarking are for example strategic benchmarking, performance benchmarking and
process benchmarking. (Tuominen 1993.)
According to Watson (1993), a benchmarking process can be divided into four different steps.
These steps are presented in Figure 11. The first step is to plan the benchmarking study, i.e.
to define the process that is to be studied and to evaluate one‟s own capability at the chosen
process or processes. Moreover, it should be determined, which companies or organizations
that should be included in the study. The second step is to conduct research related to the
benchmarking in form of for example questionnaires, face-to-face interviews or telephone
surveys. The third step of the process is to analyze the gathered data, to identify the key
findings and to understand what the findings mean in relation to the research objectives. The
fourth, and final, step in the benchmarking process is to improve the existing processes by
adapting and implementing the findings. (Watson 1993, Adams et al. 2006.)

Figure 11.

The Benchmarking Process (Watson 1993.)
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4.2 Objectives of the benchmarking
Bergman et al. (1994) state, that benchmarking is a way of finding opportunities for process
improvements. One aim of the thesis was to benchmark and compare various international
customer service practices used by different road authorities. Efficient knowledge sharing
and learning from one another is of great value and allows the determination of better
practices. This can be accomplished via benchmarking and allowing contributions from other
countries and finding newer or different ways in executing for example customer satisfaction
measurement. Hence the international benchmarking approach was chosen as a research
method for this particular study.

4.3 Methodology
The research was undertaken as a qualitative study including both literature review and
empirical research. The empirical research was based on an international benchmarking and
case study approach where strategies and practices used by eight road authorities in
different countries were analyzed and compared.
The road administrations included in the study were selected by the teams from the Swedish
Road Administration and Aalto University. Each of the participating road administration
appointed a contact person for their organization and these are presented in Annex 1.
Furthermore, most of the organizations included other persons and experts as well in the
answering of the questionnaires and interviews. The eight road administrations included in
the study are:


Alberta Transportation, Canada



Danish Road Directorate, Denmark



Finnish Transport Agency (former Finnish Road Administration), Finland



MnDOT (Minnesota Department of Transportation), USA



Norwegian Public Roads Administration, Norway



Transport Scotland, Scotland



Slovene Roads Agency, Slovenia



Swedish Transport Administration (former Swedish Road Administration), Sweden

The steps of the project “The Road to Excellence” and how it concluded with this Master‟s
thesis are presented in Figure 12.
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Kick off of the project
The Road to
Excellence

Questionnaires
developed and sent
out to participating
countries

Country visits and
interviews

Analysis of results
begins

Workshop in
Stockholm

Project continues
with analysis of
results and writing
the project report

Proceed with the
Master‟s thesis

Figure 12. An overview of the project “The Road to Excellence” and the steps before
proceeding with the Master’s thesis

The empirical research of the thesis is based on an international benchmarking process and
consists of a survey, interviews and a workshop. The research was a part of the project “The
Road to Excellence” and the data collected in that project is further on used for the thesis.
For the survey, a questionnaire was jointly developed by a team from the Swedish Transport
Administration and the research team from Aalto University. A pre-research interview was
undertaken in order to pre-test and improve the questionnaire. The structure of the questions
was slightly changed and modified based on the findings from the pre-test. The questionnaire
was sent to the participating road administrations via e-mail. The questionnaire included both
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closed-ended and open-ended questions and it was designed to address the following topics
and areas:


customer satisfaction measurement strategies, practices and methods



data collection methodology and structure of survey



results from surveys and how the results are utilized



how the results are used in decision-making processes



how differences in satisfaction levels between e.g. regions and customer segments
are identified



challenges related to conducted customer satisfaction measurement

Open-ended questions were mostly used in the questionnaire, as the prime objective was to
acquire qualitative information. Closed-ended questions were mainly used only to gather
statistical information concerning for example the size of the participating road authorities or
the results from undertaken customer satisfaction measurements. The final questionnaire, as
it was sent out to the participating road administrations, is included as an attachment at the
end of the thesis in Annex 3. The questionnaire cover letter is included in Annex 2.
Due to the detailed and comprehensive questionnaire, it was necessary to interview and
follow-up with each participating country‟s assigned delegate and visit the countries for
further clarification and final additions. All of the participating countries were visited and
interviewed face-to-face by the team from Aalto University.
A workshop was arranged as a part of the project “The Road to Excellence” and was
managed by the Swedish Transportation Administration in Stockholm, Sweden. Aalto
University‟s team also supported the Swedish Transportation Administration„s development
and efforts with the workshop. The innovative idea of the workshop was to gather
participants and experts to present their results and highlights. The second day of the
workshop concentrated on a brainstorming exercise to create discussion based on the
challenges or concerns that the road authorities are experiencing. During the workshop
current practices, ideas and challenges were discussed.
After all the material from the literature review and the data from the empirical research were
gathered, analysis was performed. The interviews were all recorded and notes were taken.
The data was coded and analyzed using the method of thematic analysis. The relevant
themes were identified from the texts and these themes were then categorized for a closer
and more detailed exploration. Background reading also formed a part of the analysis
process to help to explain a new emerging theme.
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5 CURRENT CUSTOMER SERVICE PRACTICES WITHIN THE ROAD SECTOR
This chapter covers and describes current customer satisfaction measurement practices in
use by the eight participating road administrations. The aim of the chapter is to provide an
overview of different international practices that are used today in order to benchmark
effective and innovative methods and strategies. Furthermore, the goal is to present how
results and data from customer satisfaction measurements are utilized by road authorities in
different countries. The data for this chapter was gathered through the international
benchmarking process. Chapter 5.9 discusses the findings from chapters 5.1 - 5.8 and
compares the various methodologies and practices in use.

5.1 Alberta, Canada
General information
Alberta is one of the 10 provinces in Canada and has a population of around 3.5 million
people. The majority of the population is concentrated in two larger cities, Edmonton and
Calgary. Much of the rest of the land area in Alberta is sparsely populated and undeveloped.
The continental climate is dry and cold and the average annual precipitation is 30 cm. In
Alberta there are normally winter weather conditions for 6 months. The normal winter period
is from early October to late April. (Otto 2010.)
Prior to the year 2001, the provincial government was responsible mainly for Primary
Highway Network, which was about 18 000 km. This network included higher class roads,
freeways, expressways and major two-lane highways. The Secondary Highway Network was
the responsibility of municipal governments, which include mainly minor two-lane highways.
In the year 2001, the provincial government took back the administration of the Secondary
Highway Network. Thus the size of the road network that Alberta Transportation manages
nearly doubled. Today the public road length is approx. 31 300 km. (Otto 2010.)
Customer service
Alberta Transportation does not have a formal customer satisfaction feedback system.
Regular public surveys are done by provincial government, but these surveys are not specific
to the road sector. Nonetheless a limited number of general questions regarding highways
are included in the surveys. Over the past four years, seven regular customer satisfaction
surveys have been conducted. These surveys have included questions regarding winter
highway maintenance in Alberta. Questions regarding pavements or rest areas were not
included. The surveys were initiated as part of the Departments‟ Safer Winter Highways
Campaign and they were generally conducted during winter months (November – March).
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All of the surveys were conducted as telephone interviews and each had a sample size of
800 Albertans living throughout the province and results are displayed in Table 5. No special
target groups were set, but the sample may have included some commercial drivers. The
scaling factor levels used are: agree - neutral – disagree and true – neutral – false.
Table 5.

Overall satisfaction levels in winter services in years 2005-2008
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

2005 2006 2007 2008

winter period 54%
summer period
-

53%

57%

64%

-

-

-

Another method to determine road user satisfaction is public complaints. These are mostly
only tracked and not further used as information to develop practices or strategies.
Utilization of results from survey
The results from the customer satisfaction surveys are mostly used for internal review and to
confirm that current standards still hold. They are not directly linked to the department‟s
business plan or to the setting of service levels. The results do not affect the budgets directly,
but the Minister is briefed on the outcome from the surveys.
Differences in the satisfaction levels between for example different regions are not identified.
By using the same questions in the surveys, trends in satisfaction can be monitored. If shifts
in the satisfaction levels would be noticed, an internal review concerning identifying the likely
causes to the shift would be done.

5.2 Denmark
General information
Denmark is the southernmost of the Nordic countries and has a population of about 5.5
million people. The winter period is defined for the time period of October 1 to April 30. The
average temperature for winters is usually 1.5 – 2.5°C. As the temperatures tend to circle
around 0°C, Denmark often have problems with slippery roads and the use of studded tires is
permitted during winter period.
The state road network has a length of 3 790 km, which is around 5% of the entire road
network in Denmark (73 331 km). The state roads are divided into motorways (1120 km),
expressways (319 km) and other trunk roads (2391 km). Although the length of roads
managed by the road authorities is quite small, the traffic volumes on these roads are
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substantial with 45% of the entire road traffic in Denmark running on the state roads. (Danish
Road Directorate 2009.)
In year 2006 the structure of the counties was dissolved and the Road Directorate took over
approximately 2000 km of former county roads, that lead to an increased network to be
managed by the road authority and increased responsibility. Thus different road and traffic
related data has to be carefully examined when comparing data from before and after year
2006. (Danish Road Directorate 2009.)

Customer service
The first road user satisfaction survey was completed in year 1992 and since year 2000 the
standard has been to undertake two surveys, winter and summer satisfaction surveys, per
year. By conducting satisfaction surveys the road directorate optimizes the satisfaction
among customers within the given budget. Furthermore results from road user satisfaction
surveys are set as a requirement in yearly performance contracts to the Ministry of Transport.
In addition to national satisfaction surveys, the road directorate also takes part in and
performs EU-surveys (CEDR/ERUS). Other surveys that are conducted are Exit Poll Survey
(concerning service areas), specific surveys concerning construction of new roads and
surveys performed by TIC (the traffic information center). (Thorsgaard 2010.)
The surveys are conducted by consultants and performed by telephone interviews, where the
respondents are interviewed for 20 minutes each. The Road Directorate has almost
exclusively used telephone interviews as these have been found very effective. The
effectiveness and functionality of telephone surveys have been studied and in year 2008
telephone interviews were compared with exit polls by performing both of these survey
methods at the same time. Figure 13 indicates that no significant differences between the
satisfaction levels measured by the two methods could be seen.
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Figure 13.

Telephone interviews vs. exit polls (Thorgaard 2010)

The road user groups included in the survey are car drivers, cyclists/pedestrians and
neighbors (i.e. people who live next to a road). 1500 (900 before year 2009) drivers, 200
cyclists/pedestrians and 200 neighbors are interviewed. Thus the total sample size for all the
user groups from year 2009 is 1900. The respondents for the survey are selected as a
random sample from all registered phone numbers in the specific target group. Satisfaction
levels for different regions are determined by the numbers of interviews conducted in one
area by the six local road centers. The survey material is nevertheless too narrow to make
more in-depth analyzing.
The types of questions asked in the surveys are regular questions related to satisfaction,
importance, priority and background. In addition, different ad hoc questions can be included.
The questions are usually structured as multiple choice and open-ended questions. The
scale of the questions is divided in 5 categories for example for different levels of satisfaction.
Table 6 indicates that the results in the customer satisfaction in winter maintenance and
maintenance of rest areas from the last few years have been relatively stable. The customers
have shown most dissatisfaction in rest areas, especially in the cleanliness toilet facilities in
unmanned service areas. Overall the results from customer satisfaction measurement show
that drivers prioritize traffic safety, accessibility and service. The road directorate has stated
the priority of all of these factors with the addition of protection of investments and assets.
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Table 6.

Satisfaction levels in selected issues in years 2004-2008

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

67,0

66,9

66,0

65,4

65,8

winter period

67,1

67,4

66,6

65,6

65,9

summer period

66,9

66,5

65,5

65,1

65,8

71,0

70,0

68,7

64,3

71,3

antiskid treatment

70,2

69,9

69,5

65,1

71,1

snow ploughing

71,9

70,0

68,0

63,5

71,6

evenness of the road

54,9

58,0

59,3

55,7

57,4

56,8

56,4

55,4

54,0

54,1

winter period

56,4

57,5

57,8

55,4

54,3

summer period

57,2

55,3

53,0

52,6

53,8

Overall satisfaction

Winter services

Rest-areas

Utilization of results from survey
The results from customer satisfaction measurement are used for budgeting and prioritizing.
In some cases the results can also be used to adjust service levels.
In Denmark the road users have showed dissatisfaction in the cleanliness on unmanned
service areas. The road directorate has tried to improve satisfaction levels concerning this
issue by campaigning against mess, cleaning frequently, removing smell, recruiting staff and
building new facilities. The important issue is to check if these actions actually work by
implementing one action at a time and check the effect of this.

5.3 Finland
General information
Finland has a population of 5.3 million people and the total length of the public Finnish state
road network is approximately 79 000 kilometers. The road length of the entire country is
around 46 7000 km, which includes the length of the private roads (about 350 000 km). The
vehicle mileage on highways is 34 billion vehicles kilometers and 44% of this volume occurs
during winter time. Traffic volumes have been increasing throughout Finland with the
strongest growth on highways, main roads and regional roads. (Finnish Road Administration
2008.)
Winter traffic conditions usually occur for 5–6 months. The actual winter period is defined for
the time period of October 1st to April 16. 6000–7000 km highways are mainly kept free of
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ice and snow with the help of de-icing material. The other roads can be partly or completely
covered with a layer of compacted snow, but the wheel paths are typically cleared with the
assistance of studded tires. Winter maintenance traffic policies and standards are based
upon the assumption that most cars use studded tires during winter months. (Finnish Road
Administration 2008.)
Customer service
Road user satisfaction is a key indicator of the success of the Finnish Transportation Agency.
The agency states that their winter maintenance concerns all citizens and all sectors of
society and the economy. Thus the basic level of winter maintenance must provide the
opportunity for reasonable mobility and transport, without compromising safety and the
condition of the environment. (Finnish Road Administration 2006b.)
The former Finnra has performed annual customer satisfaction measurements for over ten
years. The customer satisfaction survey measures the level of satisfaction on the
maintenance on both main roads and other roads. The level of satisfaction is also measured
for other factors like for example the removal of snow, the prevention of slipperiness, the
evenness of the road surface and traffic safety. (Finnish Road Administration 2006c.)
Customer satisfaction measurement is accomplished through road user satisfaction surveys.
Surveys are conducted every winter and every other summer. The sample size for the winter
survey is 24 600 (300 individuals for each contract area) and for the summer survey 15 000.
3300 professional drivers are included both in winter and summer surveys. Compared to
other European countries, the Finnish road user satisfaction surveys have sample sizes and
results defined by contract area. Thus the national sample size is quite large. This method
has been used since 2005.
The surveys are conducted by mail/postal with a four-page long questionnaire. The Finnish
Transportation Agency has chosen this method as they have the opportunity to send a map
of the contract area as an attachment with the questionnaire. This is because they think it is
important that the respondent focuses on the right area and the results of the winter
satisfaction levels are used as basis for the bonuses they pay to contractors.
The questions in the questionnaire are mostly structured as multiple choice or open-ended
(written response). The scale in satisfaction questions varies between 5 (very satisfied) to 1
(very unsatisfied). In “how often type questions”, the scale varies between "daily or almost
daily" to "never or hardly never". The response rates usually vary between 30% and 40% and
a declining trend has been noticed. Figure 14 shows the results of the most recent surveys.
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Figure 14. The results from the customer satisfaction measurement 2002-2008 (The
Finnish Road Administration 2008)

The respondents to the winter survey are chosen as a random sample of the whole
population (15-74 years old) by contract area. For the summer survey the respondents are
not chosen by contract area, but by county. As there are only 19 counties in Finland, the
sample size is smaller than the one in the winter survey. The professional drivers are chosen
randomly from the members of Finnish Transport and Logistics (SKAL), Finnish Bus and
Coach Association and Transport Workers‟ Union.
Other methods, especially qualitative methods, for measuring the satisfaction level and the
expectations of the road users are for a customer feedback system, a feedback telephone,
group discussions and cooperation groups with drivers of heavy goods transport.
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Focus groups are used when preparing the maintenance area contract. The importance lies
in discussing the area maintenance and what the biggest problems related to this area.
Possible participants of such a meeting are the road authority, local residents, taxi drivers,
local entrepreneurs, senior residents, school teachers and kids.
Regional forums are a method used during the area maintenance contract. These
discussions are based on the results from the customer satisfaction measurement, the
quality of the maintenance, and possible local problems. The participants are usually
representatives from the road authority, the area maintenance contractor, professional
drivers, entrepreneurs and other stakeholders.
The latest developed method for qualitative measuring of customer satisfaction is a driving
panel for qualitative reporting. The method is still at a pilot stage but has showed promising
results. A group of frequent drivers in a certain region are given GPS-devices, which has six
different “feedback-buttons”. These buttons give feedback on slipperiness, unevenness,
snow, damage in pavement, damage in gravel road and other issues. The study participators
are chosen from drivers for taxis, milk lorries, municipal home care, postmen, delivery cars,
timber trucks and library buses. The idea of the system is to get direct feedback on the
quality of maintenance at the actual locations. The feedback also directs the focus and
location of spot checks that should be done by own personnel and consultants. Thus the
quality control for the maintenance contractors is more effective. In addition, the contractors
have the possibility to see and utilize the feedback directly. (Viinikainen et al. 2010.)
In the future there might be a need to undertake bigger changes to the customer satisfaction
survey due to the new organization structure. There might be a need of a new kind of
questionnaire concerning the customers‟ needs and expectations of the whole transportation
system and mobility in general, not only limited to the road sector. However, even if this kind
of questionnaire would be developed, the measurement of satisfaction on roads would still
continue. These are only possible developments and no actual decisions regarding this issue
have been made yet.
Utilization of results from survey
The results of the customer satisfaction measurement have several purposes. The trends of
the satisfaction levels are monitored throughout the years in order to improve and develop
the understanding of needs and expectations of the customers. In general one could say that
the results give a good overview on the customers‟ opinions on services provided by the
agency. Furthermore the opinions can also be collected for more specific ad hoc-questions.
The results of the customer satisfaction measurement together with other customer feedback
steer the work of the Finnish Transport Agency in following ways:


customer satisfaction performance goals are set yearly at a national level by the
Ministry of Transport and Communication
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the agency sets annual goals for the road regions. The regions choose six issues that
they want to focus on and improve. These items are then monitored



the satisfaction levels are used as factors in the customer satisfaction bonus system
for the area maintenance contractors



the results are used to develop the winter maintenance policy and to revise the level
of the quality requirements



the level of customer satisfaction, especially for winter services, is presented and
discussed together with the area maintenance contractors. Specific feedback is also
used in the planning of the local maintenance and requirements



the results are compared to the quality control measurements and with road condition
data



the results are discussed with the main customer groups



the results are presented and published to the public every year trough different
information channels as for example press releases, information letter or at the
webpage of the agency

To influence the political actors the Finnish Transport Agency arrange presentations for and
send out newsletters to their different stakeholders, which includes politicians. The goal is to
use the results for budgetary purposes by these means.
Identifying differences in satisfaction levels
When conducting customer satisfaction measurement the results are differentiated between
regions (summer survey) or even by contract area (winter survey). The results are also
differentiated between customer groups. Statistical differences are usually calculated for
these. The road agency has tried to identify what causes the satisfaction levels to
increase/decrease by for example comparing the results from the survey with road condition
data and quality control measurements. If these correlate, the reasons behind
satisfaction/dissatisfaction can be determined quite easily. Other possible factors that can
cause dissatisfaction are severe winter weather, serious accidents that get broad media
coverage or other negative media publicity.
Correlation studies concerning the satisfaction level and road condition data have been
conducted. One study focused on the experienced level of service of day-to-day traffic where
the objective was to clarify how road users experience the available service level and the
relation between service level and the technical instruments used in road maintenance. One
of the outcomes for winter maintenance was that the slipperiness of the road surface
correlated best with the service level experienced by the road user. In the conclusion of the
study it is stated that a road user satisfaction survey and technical road maintenance
instruments measure quality partially from a different point of view – both from a subjective
and from an objective one. Thus it is more or less impossible to combine these without losing
valuable information for directing and developing road maintenance. This would mean that in
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future measuring and road maintenance follow-up, both points of view on quality should be
maintained. (Forsblom et al. 2006.)
Customer satisfaction bonus system
In 2004 the Finnish Road Administration developed a bonus model in order to encourage the
maintenance contractors to a better customer orientation. The customer satisfaction bonus
system is included in all new contracts and it is paid annually. Figure 15 shows the customer
bonus criteria. The evaluation is based on 6 different criterions: (Finnish Road Administration
2006a.)
-

Figure 15.

4 factors based on customer satisfaction measurements
2 factors based on evaluations carried out by a group of experts

The bonus criterions (The Finnish Transport Agency 2010)

In order to receive a bonus, the contractor needs to have at least three positive factors of
which at least two have to be based on the customer satisfaction level. The actual size of the
bonus is maximum of 2.0% of the annual contract. The bonus system is not used as a basis
to penalize for lower customer satisfaction. (Finnish Road Administration 2006a.)

5.4 Minnesota, USA
General information
Minnesota is situated in the northern portion of the Midwestern United States and has a
population of around 5.2 million people. More than half of the population lives in the
Minneapolis-Saint Paul metropolitan area. The state has a continental climate with cold
winters and warm/hot summers and the average temperature in January is about -11°C and
in July it is about 23°C. The winter period is defined for the time period from November 1 to
March 31.
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The state road network has a length of 19 126 km, which is around 8.5% of the entire road
network in Minnesota (227 304 km). The state roads are divided into Super Commuters
(AADT over 30 000), Urban Commuters (AADT 10 000 - 30 000), Rural Commuters (AADT
2000 – 10 000), Primary Collectors (AADT 800 - 2000) and Secondary Collectors (AADT
under 800).
Customer service
MnDOT tries to involve and engage the public in order to improve their services and
practices. The MnDOT Market Research office conducts several various studies among its
customers on different topics. There are overall three distinct areas of market and customer
focused research: (Lund 2010.)


Business planning (products and services): ‟94 to „05



Omnibus (customer tracking): ‟86 to „09



Bare lane (snow and ice focus): ‟99 and „07

Maintenance performance satisfaction measures and other transportation topics are in
general tracked with the annual Omnibus Study. This survey is conducted once a year since
year 2000 (except 2007) in late fall/early winter, usually in November/December. The time
has been chosen carefully in order to get both summer and winter related issues included.
The study is undertaken as a telephone survey with the average interview length of around
20 minutes and the average sample size is 800. Respondents are screened to be 18 years of
age or older and not work in a profession where knowledge of the research process or topic
may present biased responses. The response rate typically varies between 40 - 60% and
both private drivers and the trucking industry is included. The questions in the survey are
usually a combination of multiple-choice and open-ended questions, for example open-ended
questions that immediately follows with a scaled question to help create understanding for
the reasons behind given scores. The scale used is 1 – 10, with 10 being the highest rating.
Figure 16 presents the results from the Omnibus survey on selected issues as for example
snow and ice removal, smooth surface, striping and litter. The annual levels of satisfaction
indicate a correlation between the overall satisfaction level and the factor “smooth surface”.
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Figure 16.
2010)

The results for selected issues from the Omnibus study 2003-2009 (MnDOT

The bare lane customer survey is focused on snow and ice removal and is used for
developing winter maintenance performance satisfaction measures and targets. The study is
a separate study from the Omnibus Study and has been undertaken year 1999 and 2007.
This type of survey is an example of a drill down effort to incorporate data from customer
surveys into decisions. The objective is to capture the expected level of service by type of
road and time of day. The study is conducted by showing authentic conditions in form of
videos or pictures to the participants of the study. Examples of videos/pictures used are
shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17.
2010)

Examples of authentic views used in Bare Lane Customer Survey (MnDOT
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The Bare Pavement Market Research conducted in 1999 resulted in the establishment of the
current snow and ice regain time target levels used by MnDOT. In the study undertaken in
2007, road users were brought together into central locations around the state in 12 different
cities to view varying levels of winter road conditions via video. The sample size was 780 and
there were all in all five different tested levels of service that ranged from conditions of snow
covered and compacted to fully bare pavement. The 2007 study also confirmed the results
from the study undertaken in 1999 and thus target regain times were not changed.
Numerous other research studies are conducted on selected topics that help to drive
planning and resource decisions. MnDOT has undertaken a variety of special research
studies related to rest areas, for example concerning rest area amenities. Between 1969 and
2001, MnDOT conducted customer intercept surveys at rest areas throughout the state. This
data was used as a basis for determining the size of buildings and parking lots. In addition
the research has validated and identified services at safety rest areas that the public users‟
wish and desire. Furthermore, a State-wide Rest Area Telephone Survey was conducted
1998 to identify the proportion of Minnesota citizens who use rest areas and to identify
reasons why some do not. The sample size of this survey was 503.
In 2009 a study was conducted with the primary objective to better understand what
customers want and to determine the expectations related to the amenities, products and
services at rest areas. The survey was undertaken as a telephone interview. Figure 18
shows the features that are most likely to encourage a driver to stop at a rest are. This
example concerns the average scores for the general public divided by visitor frequency
subgroups. The top features are for example direct access from highway, adequate parking,
flush toilets and signs on highways listing amenities and services. Features that were rated
lower were for example travel brochures, maps and 24-hour onsite staff presence. (MnDOT
2009.)
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Figure 18. Average scores for the General Public’s responses concerning Rest Area
Amenities (MnDOT 2009.)

MnDOT is currently developing a new strategy for customer input in form of an online
community. This new system would include 600 randomly recruited people who would
communicate with each other while the transport department could “listen in”. In addition,
MnDOT would have the opportunity to conduct short and frequent surveys among the online
community members. (Lund 2010.)
One of MnDOT‟s biggest challenges concerning customer satisfaction measurement today is
the increasing reduction in telephone land lines among U.S. households as telephone
interviews are the basis for most of the department‟s surveys. Therefore, MnDOT is
beginning to test new and corrective sampling strategies. In some studies MnDOT have tried
seeding cell samples into the call lists.
Utilization of results from survey
The results from the Omnibus study are used as a barometer to track yearly variations in the
level of satisfaction among the road users and performance over time. If something is
significantly down, more research effort will be put into understanding what the public is
reacting to. In addition, the Omnibus is used for tracking if changes in service levels affecting
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customer ratings and to explore where the public would allocate the services or where
additional investments should be spent.
MnDOT has included a new question concerning mowing into the latest Omnibus. This was
done because the results from the Maintenance Business Planning study showed that
mowing and eliminating of roadside weeds were perceived to be significantly less valued/less
important than all other services. Most recently community members have been wondering
why the department is mowing less compared to before, and therefore MnDOT decided to
include a mowing measure in the annual Omnibus study to get a statewide measure on the
mowing performance. This measure will be tracked overtime and help MnDOT to set the
proper level of service.
Customer satisfaction surveys related to rest areas are mostly used as indicators of changes
in usage patterns over time and as a relative measure of the value of existing rest area
products, services and amenities.
Identifying differences in satisfaction levels
When conducting quantitative surveys, MnDOT ensures the collection of geographically
balanced and representative samples in order to have the opportunity to statistically compare
the eight counties of Minnesota Metropolitan Area to the rest of the state (Greater MN). Each
major question in the survey is reported with statewide totals and by major geographic areas.
The data is also analyzed by key demographic variables, for example age and gender, and
significant differences are reported. For example, clearly visible road stripes and marking
have been viewed differently by the aging population and as more important in the greater
Minnesota area.
Focus groups among road users are also used to some extent to help the department to
understand issues in greater depth.

5.5 Norway
General information
Norway is situated in Northern Europe and has a population of 4.8 million people. Statens
Vegvesen (The Norwegian Public Roads Administration - NPRA) manages the planning,
construction and operation of the national road network. In addition the administration is
responsible for vehicle inspection, driver training and licensing. Previously the NPRA was
responsible for the road network of approximately 27 000 km. From January 1st 2010 the
length of state roads decreased to 10 500 km. The total road length for the entire country is
around 93 000 km. The winter period is defined for the time period of December 1 to
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February 28. Some state roads are closed during winter, but these are usually situated in
mountainous areas.
Customer service
NPRA strives to set key objectives and priorities for different focus areas. This is done by
surveys and studies. Customer satisfaction measurement is conducted two times a year, one
in winter time and one in the summer. From 2010 forward, customer satisfaction surveys are
undertaken only every 4th year.
The road user satisfaction surveys are performed as telephone interviews with a total sample
size of 8000 people and a response rate of 100%. The total sample is divided between 30
districts with 270 respondents in each district. The respondents are chosen randomly from all
Norwegian residents over 18 years old. The questions in the surveys are structured as
multiple choice questions with a scale of 1 to 6 (with 6 being the best). Questions concerning
winter services and the condition of pavements are included in the questionnaires, while no
questions relating to rest areas are asked. The surveys are generally conducted in January–
March. The results from the surveys are shown in Table 7.

Table 7.

Results from customer satisfaction surveys conducted 2004-2008

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

winter period

-

3,6

3,4

3,8

3,6

summer period

3,8

3,7

3,4

3,7

3,6

antiskid treatment

-

3,9

3,7

3,6

3,6

snow ploughing
(summer period)

-

4,2

3,9

3,7

3,6

3,0

3,0

2,4

2,7

2,7

Overall satisfaction

Winter services
Condition of pavements
main roads

Utilization of results from survey
The results from the customer satisfaction measurements have been used to set the key
focus objects, for example on the need of improving the quality of winter operations. The
results are also presented in yearly budget discussions and used on a regional level to
develop the operations in the districts.
Identifying differences in the satisfaction levels is done on a regional level. The road user
satisfaction surveys measures satisfaction levels for each of the 5 regions and more
specifically for the 30 districts. Identifying differences between different stakeholders and
client groups are not differentiated in the actual survey.
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5.6 Scotland
General information
Scotland is part of the United Kingdom and it has a population of about 5 million people. It is
surrounded by the North Sea in the east and to the Atlantic Ocean in the north and west. The
climate tends to be very changeable. The average temperature for winters varies usually
between -2 and 10°C. The winter period is defined for the time period of October 1 to May 15.
Transport Scotland is responsible for managing the trunk road network, which has a length of
3432 km. The trunk road network make up to around 6% of the total road network. The
network is divided into motorways (AADT generally > 25 000), dual carriageways (AADT
generally > 10 000) and single carriageways (AADT generally < 10 000).
Customer service
The objective of customer satisfaction measurement in Scotland is to explore and compile
views about the trunk road network. More specifically the survey tries to investigate road
users‟ perception of specific aspects of the trunk road network such as physical condition of
road surface and services provided on the network. Furthermore, it is important to establish
the level of service expected from the trunk road network and to identify the priority areas for
improvement on the trunk road network. (Ipsos MORI 2009.)
To date, two surveys have been undertaken. The first customer satisfaction survey was
conducted in year 2007. Prior to this survey Transport Scotland organized in-depth
interviews and a series of focus group discussions, where different stakeholder groups were
represented. Based upon these discussions a set of core questions and key focus areas for
the survey was developed. Both the questions and results from the survey performed in 2007
were used for the developing of the next customer satisfaction survey, which was undertaken
in 2009. The future surveys will be conducted annually or biennially using the 2009 survey
format. Thus trending and comparison between surveys can be made.
The surveys consist of face-to-face interviews in respondents‟ homes. Each survey is
conducted in two waves to reduce the potential impact of seasonal effects as seasonality
may be reflected in responses. The first wave has been undertaken in February/March and
the second wave in June/July. The results from these two waves are combined and there is
no split between winter and summer periods. The surveys have been outsourced to a
contracted consultant.
The total sample size for the survey has been approximately 2000 road users. In the survey
conducted in 2009 the sample was 1861 adults with a response rate of 100%. The
respondents are randomly selected from the four different Scottish Areas, which are the
same as the Operating Company Areas. The questions in the survey are structured as
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multiple choice questions where the responses are categorized as: Very Satisfied, Fairly
Satisfied, Neither Satisfied Nor Dissatisfied, Fairly Dissatisfied, Very Dissatisfied, Don‟t Know.
Table 8 shows the results of the two surveys conducted.

Table 8.
The results for selected issues from customer satisfaction measurements in
2007 and 2009
2007

2009

52%

46%

antiskid treatment

55%

57%

snow ploughing

51%

56%

52%

46%

Overall satisfaction
Winter services

Condition of pavements

Another method used for customer feedback is for example additional surveys after special
events. Phone polls and surveys have been conducted after a major accident. With these
polls, Transport Scotland tries to determine the public‟s perception and how they think the
accident was managed. People‟s perception of the agency shows that they care and are
involved in managing the network.
Utilization of results from survey
As only two customer satisfaction surveys have been undertaken, Transport Scotland has
yet to fully develop how the results will and should be utilized. It is planned that the results
from the customer satisfaction measurements will be part of a Performance Management
Framework, which is currently being developed. An example of how the Performance
Management Framework could look like is presented in Figure 19. The results are not
currently used for political or budgetary purposes.
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Figure 19. An example of the Performance Management Framework with the possible
measures, current and future targets (Transport Scotland 2009)

Identifying differences in satisfaction levels
The trunk road network is split into four different regions and a representative sample of road
users are interviewed from each area. Thus regional differences can be identified, compared
and analyzed. As other key statistics of respondents are reported, for example gender, age,
type of user, frequency of usage, working status and social class, further in-depth analyses in
identifying differences in satisfaction levels could be made. Transport Scotland is
nevertheless now concentrating on identifying regional differences.
Transport Scotland has specifically developed a number of questions concerning road
surface condition in which the customer satisfaction survey is linked to road user satisfaction
levels with technical engineering measures. Figure 20 indicates that correlation between
technical road condition data and satisfaction levels, but these results should still be treated
with cautious as only two customer satisfaction surveys have yet been undertaken. Transport
Scotland will continue to follow if trends concerning this issue can be seen in coming surveys
as well.
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Figure 20. Customer satisfaction rating and condition of trunk road network (Transport
Scotland 2009)

5.7 Slovenia
General information
Slovenia is situated in Central Europe near the Mediterranean and has a population of 2.06
million people and consists of diverse climatic regions. The winter period is defined for the
time period from November 15 to March 15. The state road network has a length of 5978 km,
which is around 15% of the entire road network in Slovenia (38 694 km). The Slovenian road
network can be divided into motorways, high-speed roads, two-lane high-speed roads, main
roads, regional roads, local roads and public paths. The motorways are managed by the
Motorway Company in the Republic of Slovenia (DARS) and the local roads and public paths
are managed by municipalities.
Customer service
The Slovenian Roads Agency does not have a formal customer satisfaction feedback system
yet, but are planning to undertake annual road user satisfaction surveys in the future if
possible. The main reasons for not conducting satisfaction surveys on a regular basis have
been the shortage in funding and personnel.
The first more serious customer satisfaction measurement was undertaken in 2006. This
survey included questions regarding winter maintenance and condition of pavements. The
results of the 2006 survey are presented in Table 9. The measurement was conducted both
as an Internet survey and as a direct interview. The target sample size for the internet survey
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was 300 and the response rate was around 20%. The sample size for the interview was 50,
which makes a total sample size of 109 and a response rate of 30%. In both of the survey
methods used, different stakeholders were included like private drivers, pedestrians/bikers
and the trucking industry. The question type used was multiple choice questions.
Table 9.

Overall satisfaction levels in year 2006

Overall satisfaction
CUSTOMER
winter
summer
SATISFACTION
2006

Winter services

Condition of pavements

period

period

antiskid
treatment

snow
ploughing

winter
period

summer
period

3

4

3.5

3.5

4

4

scale: 1 – 5 (with 5 being the highest rating)

Utilization of results from survey
The results from conducted customer satisfaction measurement have been utilized for:


critical estimation of public opinion about levels of service



improvement in deployment of information to the road users



improvement of efficiency of winter maintenance and other services



assessment of expectations of road user regarding winter maintenance

5.8 Sweden
General information
Sweden is a Nordic country with a population of about 9.3 million people. Temperatures vary
greatly from north to south of the country. Usually snowfall occurs between December to
March in southern parts of Sweden and between November and April in central Sweden. In
some of the northern parts it might even snow from October through May. The actual winter
period is defined for the time period November 1st to March 31st.
The total length of the national Swedish road network is approximately 98 400 km. The road
length for the entire country is 216 000 km. There are about 41 000 km of municipal streets
and other public roads. In addition to the public roads, there are around 76 200 km of private
roads and some are publically subsidized and even many more private roads that are not
subsidized. These are generally forestry or other industry roads.
Customer service
The Swedish Transport Administration has been using surveys to measure the satisfaction of
road users since year 1995. At the national level, two general surveys regarding road user
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satisfaction and satisfaction of rest areas are undertaken. Both of these surveys are divided
by region and county. One of the surveys (Trafikantbetyg) measures satisfaction on
maintenance and road conditions, while the other one concentrates on satisfaction with rest
areas. Both quantitative and qualitative methods are used in the studies. The actual
conducting of the customer satisfaction survey is outsourced on a one-year-contract. The
customer satisfaction survey is divided into a summer and a winter questionnaire. These are
conducted every other year as there has not seemed to be significant yearly variations
between respondents‟ answers. Satisfaction surveys concerning rest areas are conducted
three times a year.
The road user satisfaction surveys are performed by mail and sent out to both private and
professional drivers. A map of the road region in question is attached to the survey. The
sample size of private drivers included in the survey is generally around 2000 per survey and
the response rate is usually about 73%. The number of professional drivers surveyed is
approximately 1500 and the response rate is about 77%. The private drivers are chosen as a
random selection from the driving license register and the professional drivers from the
vehicle registration register.
Satisfaction levels at rest areas are generally measured on the Internet by an online panel,
which is recruited from the Swedish national address register. The sample size for these
surveys is approximately 6000 respondents with a response rate of 64%. Satisfaction
surveys for rest areas have different stakeholders and include private drivers, pedestrians,
bicyclists, trucking industry and public transport.
The questions in road user satisfaction surveys are structured as multiple choice questions
and the results are usually divided into five different categories, for example very dissatisfied
(1), quite dissatisfied (2), neither satisfied nor dissatisfied (3), quite satisfied (4) and very
satisfied (5).
In general the professional drivers have been more dissatisfied than private motorists.
Usually the results from the overall customer satisfaction levels in the surveys have varied
between 50 and 60 percent (out of a maximum of 100) for private drivers and between 35
and 45 percent for professional drivers. The rating scale is the percentage of respondents
who answered quite good (4) or very good (5). Another main finding has been that both
private and professional drivers are especially dissatisfied with potholes and rutting. The
actual results for overall satisfaction in winter and summer time, rest areas and pavement
conditions are presented in Tables 10 and 11. As the questionnaires have been changed
through the years, direct comparison cannot be made to five years back in time.
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Table 10.
The results from customer satisfaction measurement of private drivers in year
1999-2009 (The Swedish Road Administration 2009)

Table 11.
The results from customer satisfaction measurement of professional drivers in
year 1999-2009 (The Swedish Road Administration 2009)

No analyses have been undertaken in order to identify differences and possible correlations
in satisfaction levels between different society-related factors as for example urban areas vs.
sparsely populated areas.
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There are no actual additional methods used at national level to determine road user
satisfaction, but some are performed on regional level. A trial has been undertaken in form of
an observation study, in which both private and professional drivers were followed and
observed for a few days.
The Swedish Transport Administration is working hard on finding a new and improved model
for conducting customer satisfaction measurements. First of all, a change of scale might
become current as the underlying evaluation as the survey can vary between different
individuals and groups, which would indicate that the current scale used is not accurate.
Respondents have different “form-filling patterns”, as some put themselves in the middle of
the scale and other might use extreme values. In addition some respondents use the middle
values of the scale to express that they do not have an opinion of the question. In other
words, the type of survey used has a low validity and there is an uncertainty regarding what
is actually being measured. In order to set the actual goals to achieve, the “customer
standard” has to be set, for example, by determining these in laboratory or simulator
conditions. With customer standard, it is referred to what level of quality should be delivered
to ensure that the customer is satisfied.
The biggest challenge for the administration has been to be able to transform the survey
findings into measures that deliver increased road user benefits and higher satisfaction levels.
Road users have a tendency to notice when a journey encounters a problem or something
that deviates from the norm and it is these occasions that affect the level of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction. Furthermore, it is challenging to quantify how road users experience a
measure.
Utilization of results from survey
The Swedish Transport Administration aim to achieve increased customer orientation and
greater customer benefits and thus customer satisfaction measurements are important
means to guide the administration in the right direction. The administration has been using
the balanced scorecard for many years and customer orientation with higher demands for
increased customer benefits sets an essential goal in the scorecard. An annual report is
published on what have improved from the customers‟ point of view and what could still be
improved. With regard to customers‟ views, the Swedish Transport Administration is planning
to set new goals for some of the maintenance standards, as for example:


higher standards for road conditions in winter time, especially with regard to
accessibility, reliability and safety



higher standards especially required on roads important for commuter traffic and for
tourism



continued investments in road travel information solutions

As the demands on operations and maintenance work are not static, the administration
strives for continuous development and develops standards and specifications through
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dialogues with various road user groups. Various methods are used for translating customer
views into practical action regionally, for example:


convoy driving



road user dialogue and reduced disruption



regional panels



dialogue governed operations

5.9 Evaluation and comparison of current international practices
This part of the chapter discusses the findings from chapters 5.1 - 5.8 and compares the
various methodologies and practices in use. Disadvantages and advantages related to
different survey methods are also listed. Furthermore, challenges that the road authorities
are facing related to customer satisfaction measurements are presented. The actual level of
satisfaction of the road users is not compared across the different countries due to varying
definitions of for example the factor “road user satisfaction” and the differentiating
measurement scales. However, trends in the level of satisfaction can be compared and
differences concerning road-user surveys and feedback systems can be explored.
In order to have an overall picture of the different in size of the participating road authorities,
the key indicators and figures of the administrations are presented in Table 12.
Table 12.

Key indicators of participating road administrations

Length of NRA road
network (km)

Length of road network in
entire country (km)

Size of administration in
year 2008

Alberta, Canada

33 000

-

790

Denmark

3 800

103 332

850

Finland

79 200

467 400

916

MnDOT, USA

19 126

227 304

4 553

Norway

27 000

92 891

5 100

Scotland

3 432

58 432

307

Slovenia

5 978

38 694

-

Sweden

98 400

216 000

3 246

Country

*NRA = national road administration
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5.9.1 The role/importance of customer satisfaction within the road sector
Maintaining roads and delivering good quality are an essential part of the goals and aims of
road authorities. In order to fulfill the expectations of the road users, road administrations
need to continuously develop and improve their existing practices and services. This can be
achieved by increasing public involvement and investigating road users‟ perception of the
physical condition of the road network and the services provided on the network. By
engaging the public, road authorities cannot only improve their practices but can also set the
key focus objects and areas of their operations.
The public sector and governmental organizations have more actively shifted to the private
sector-style of customer focus and this study shows that all of the participating road
authorities are undertaking customer satisfaction surveys by using different means and
methods. Most of the road authorities are using a well developed and scientific survey
system and some countries are even developing and testing new qualitative methods. The
evaluation of performance is mostly made by customer satisfaction surveys and associated
measurements.

5.9.2 CSM practices used by road administrations
A variety of methods are used today to capture customer perception and there are
differences in how the participating countries perform and evaluate customer satisfaction
measurement. The key figures of customer satisfaction measurement practices in the
participating countries are presented in Table 13. The table shows that most of the road
administrations are performing customer satisfaction measurement annually or every second
year. The most common methods used are telephone interviews, postal surveys and face-toface interviews. Some countries have tried to use the Internet as a survey channel, but
experiences have not been satisfactory and the response rates tend to be lower when using
Internet surveys. Examples of real undertaken mail surveys in Scotland and Finland are
attached in Annex 4 and 5.
Other typical methods used for gathering customer feedback are for example road side
interventions, driving panels, focus groups, public complaints and additional surveys. For
example Transport Scotland has conducted phone polls and surveys after major accidents
and with these polls, the road authority tries to determine the public‟s perception and how
they think the accident was managed. Some countries are developing new qualitative
methods where it would be possible to get direct feedback from the customers. An example
of a new and innovative qualitative method is the driving panel method developed by the
Finnish Transport Agency for qualitative measuring of customer satisfaction. The method is
still at a pilot stage but has showed promising results.
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Table 13.
Comparison
participating countries

of

customer satisfaction

measurement

conducted

in

the

Country

Frequency of
conducted CSM

Method of
surveying

Average
sample size

Average
response rate

Other methods of
performing CSM

Alberta,
Canada

2 per year

telephone
interviews

800

100 %

public complaints

Denmark

2 per year

telephone
interviews

1 900

44 %

public complaints

winter: 1 per year
summer: every
other year

postal surveys

winter: 24 600
summer: 15 000

40 %

focus groups, regional
forums, driving panel

1 per year

telephone
interviews

800

50 %

focus groups and several
specific surveys on selected
topics (e.g. assist in
targeted maintenance)

1 every 4 year
(from year 2010
forward)

telephone
interviews

8 000

100 %

-

Scotland

2 per year

face-to-face
interviews in
respondents‟
homes

2 000

100 %

additional surveys after
special events (e.g. major
accidents)

Slovenia

1 every 3 year

Internet and
face-to-face
interviews

109
50

20 % (Internet)
100%

-

Sweden

1 per year (varying
with winter and
summer surveys)

postal surveys

3 500

75 %

observation study, regional
panels

Finland

Mn DOT,
USA

Norway

th

rd

*CSM = customer satisfaction measurement

When choosing the method to be used for customer satisfaction measurement, the costs of
surveys are an important factor and need to be taken into consideration. The samples are
often constrained by the number of customers one can afford to interview. Other important
factors are for example timeliness, demographic reach, statistical precision and tracking
method for consistency. In other words the decision of what survey method to use is a
tradeoff, where several variables affect the outcome. A list of methods used for customer
satisfaction measurement is presented in Table 14. Some advantages and disadvantages
are also listed in the same table.
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Table 14.

Methods used for customer satisfaction measurement

Survey method

Postal / mail

Advantages




Telephone
interviews






Face-to-face
interviews





Disadvantages

cost effective
efficient to reach a large
audience
possible to conduct longer
surveys



possible to clarify open-ended
questions
easy to include respondents
from wide or different
geographical regions
higher response rates




more households are becoming cell-only
if cell phone used:
respondents might expect monetary
compensation
little control over geographic
representativeness
driving while talking is a safety risk

easier to explain questions and
correct misunderstandings
high cooperation and response
rates
usually best quality of
response



hard to get a wide enough geographic
coverage
costly
hard to conduct with large sample sizes







no control over who is actually
responding
slow method for data collection
usually lower response rates

Internet




cost effective
fast and efficient to reach a
large audience




aging population under represented
no control over who is actually
responding

Focus Groups




in depth discussions
easier to understand attitudes
and expectations



too small of a sample to be
representative

The type of survey used is a significant decision and all the methods have benefits, risks,
and disadvantages. The method that works best depends on the purpose of the survey and
the type of information or data that one is collecting and is more applicable on what one
wants to achieve. Overall, there is a need for more widespread use of qualitative survey
methods for more in-depth analyses if we really want to understand the customers and their
views. When designing customer satisfaction surveys, one needs to remember that it is only
a snapshot in time and that there are several factors that might influence the road users‟
attitudes.
As important as it is to choose the appropriate survey method to use, it is to choose the right
timing for the survey. One needs to take into consideration other factors when developing the
survey as to include different stakeholders, focus on regional difference and the structure of
the questionnaire. The questions can be asked in an “open-ended” or “closed-ended” format.
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Open-ended questions give the respondents the opportunity to answer in their own words
while close-ended offer the respondents a list of possible responses for the questions. Most
of the participating countries use “closed-ended” questions and some include both types of
questions in their surveys. Close-ended questions are usually more efficient, especially in
telephone or face-to-face interview, as they help to control the length of the interview.
However, these types of questions enable a more simple way to assess the results. Openended questions are still good to add in some part in the survey as they give the respondents
the control to express their opinions and comments, which can be very valuable.
In addition, it is important to consider how to target the questions as they need to relate to
the actual services of the road administration as opposed to nice-to-know information. It
could also be a good practice to target different stakeholders as different road user groups
have different needs, expectations and experiences.
The participating countries are using various methods in order to present the questions or to
obtain and differentiate results between regions, road classes or levels of service. For
example Transport Scotland presents road network maps concerning the road region in
question in the face-to-face interviews, while the Finnish Transport Agency sends the road
area map included with the postal survey. MnDOT conducts bare pavement customer
surveys with the focus on snow and ice removal by showing authentic conditions to the
participants in form of videos or pictures.
The themes, sub-themes and issues that the participating countries mostly concentrate on in
their customer satisfaction measurements undertaken as constant tracking research (ad hoc
surveys not included) are presented in Table 15. The road administrations usually measure
the level of satisfaction on a regional level, i.e. by comparing different regions, and for
example by differentiating private and professional drivers. The participating countries also
have sub-themes included in their CSM that are specifically designed to suit their operations.
For example the Finnish Transport Agency is measuring the level of satisfaction concerning
the condition of gravel roads and opinions regarding winter speed limits. The Danish Road
Directorate have included a question in their surveys to find out if the respondent
acknowledge if he is driving on roads maintained by the Road Directorate or by municipalities.
Alberta Transportation has tried to explore in their omnibus surveys if the respondents would
be willing to pay more in taxes in order to have the provincial highways in better winter
driving conditions.
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X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Signs, markings and road lighting
Visibility of traffic signs and road markings
Cleanliness and condition of traffic signs
Provision of road lighting

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

Traffic information
Information on weather and traffic conditions
Provision of electronic message boards

X

Winter maintenance
Snow ploughing
Antiskid treatment
Evenness of the road surface
Response time

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Sweden

X
X
X

Slovenia

X

Road condition and roadside
Overall condition
Drainage of water from road surfaces
Response time of road defects (potholes etc)
Quality of repairs
Cleanliness of/amount of litter on road surface
Cleanliness of roadside areas
Maintenance of vegetation along the road

Scotland

X

Themes

Norway

Minnesota

X
X

Alberta

Finland

Main themes addressed in undertaken CSM

Denmark

Table 15.

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

Traffic congestion and safety
Amount of traffic congestion
Aspects concerning traffic safety

X
X

X

Road network
Functioning road network

X

X

Rest areas and lay-bys
Cleanliness and maintenance of rest areas
Services provided at rest areas
Number of rest areas and lay-bys
Footways and bicycle lanes
Condition of footways and cycle lanes
Maintenance of footways and cycle lanes
Provision of lighting on footways/cycle lanes
Availability of footways and cycle lanes

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bus stops
Cleanliness and maintenance of bus shelters
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Road works
Frequency of road works
Information regarding road works
Directions on roadwork site
Image and information on the road administration
Knowledge concerning the administration
Usage of administration‟s website (or other
service channels like road user line etc)
Opportunities for public involvement

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

Regarding the respondents‟ satisfaction with the road network and the operations of the road
administrations, the following themes and factors are examples of what was highlighted and
prioritized by the road users in most of the participating countries:


the general condition of road surfaces



importance of snow removal and antiskid treatment



the speed with which road defects are repaired



the management of vegetation on verges



traffic information to warn of e.g. congestion and delays



the quality of road markings

5.9.3 Perceived challenges related to CSM
The participating road administrations are facing similar challenges and an important
challenge is the limited public awareness about actions and service improvements taken by
the local road administrations or their service providers. In order to manage the road network
better it is important to build up a genuine relationship with the road users.
The universal issue concerning customer satisfaction measurement within the road sector is
how to actually use the customer satisfaction measurement data. In order to utilize customer
feedback and information effectively, the road administrations need systematic methods to
process and analyze the data. Another recognized challenge is how can all customer
satisfaction measurement data and results be managed, communicated to road
administration managers and road users, and used for process improvement and increased
road user benefits? Just as important as to analyze the data is to improve the processes that
affect customer satisfaction by interpreting and transforming the survey results into action.
Another common issue is how to evolve and change the survey practices as most countries
fear that they may lose the trend data and even a more difficult and recognized challenge is
how to link the customer satisfaction levels with the technical road data and standards and
how to identify what actually causes satisfaction levels to increase or decrease. If correlation
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could be found, then the results could possibly influence budgets as politicians are more
likely to listen to the views and feedback from the customers
Other issues that were recognized by the participating road administrations are:


how to communicate with the public – a need to develop a common language
between the road authorities and the road users



what are the critical aspects of the process and which factors should be measured in
surveys, i.e. are the right issues being measured



limiting size of survey – how to target the questions



what kind of survey method works best



how to get the respondents to differentiate between national and local roads



low response rates in the surveys



how to get the results from customer satisfaction measurement implemented straight
into the decision making processes (is there a need for developing a direct feedback
system)



should the results be used only for validating current practices or also for generating
new standards



how to align performance measures with results from customer satisfaction
measurements



better road conditions lead to higher expectations – how to find the optimum or
balance



decreasing budgets in road sector - hard to get support for surveys



how can we demonstrate value for money



how to provide accurate costs for the different levels of service

In some countries low response rates is a common problem, especially in postal surveys.
Measures for increasing the response rate in these kinds of surveys are for example to
develop a shorter questionnaire, following up with no-returns and to offer incentives for filling
out the survey. Furthermore it is important to promote the actual survey, and explain the
direct benefits of participating in the survey to the customers.
An important step of customer satisfaction measurement is to link the measurement to
organizational strategy. If the measurements don‟t reflect the aspirations and goals of the
organization, they are of little value and do not support improvements work. By some of the
participating countries it was found that occasionally there is a large gap between the road
management objectives and the level of customer satisfaction and, therefore, it would be
useful to try to link these two together. One possible reason for the gap could be that the
road management objectives are not customer oriented or focused. Transport Scotland is
currently planning to link the levels of satisfaction and expectations of the road users directly
within their “Performance Management Framework”.
A recognized challenge is how to link customer satisfaction with technical standards and how
to identify what actually causes satisfaction levels to increase or decrease. If correlation
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could be found, then the results could possibly influence budgets as politicians are more
likely to listen to the views and feedback from the customers. Some countries have
performed correlation studies with regard to finding the link between technical data and
satisfaction levels or the performance of the contractors. For example the Finnish Transport
Agency has conducted correlation studies concerning satisfaction levels and road condition
data and one study focused on the relation between experienced level of service and the
technical aspects of road maintenance.
With regard to how to link customer satisfaction with technical road data, Transport Scotland
has tried to develop new methods. In other words, Transport Scotland has specifically
developed a number of questions concerning road surface condition in which the customer
satisfaction survey is linked to road user satisfaction levels with technical engineering
measures. The results indicate correlation between technical road condition data and
satisfaction levels, but these results should still be treated with caution as only two customer
satisfaction surveys have yet been undertaken. Transport Scotland will continue to follow if
trends concerning this issue can be seen in coming surveys as well.
Possible reasons for why results from customer satisfaction measurements and measured
technical data differ can for example be:


road users experience the road as a whole segment while technical instruments
measure for example road surface unevenness on a more detailed and averaging
means



road users are only asked for their overall opinion



road users may be biased



road users may not understand the actual costs associated with different levels of
service



negative media publicity or extreme cases

Many road administrations have experienced the problem with finding common language
between the customers and the “experts”. Engineers tend to use language according to
technical standards, while customers understand more outcome based criteria, such as,
signs and road markings need to be visible at a certain safe distance. One measure to the
problem is to simplify the survey by using pictures and videos in focus groups or more basic
scales in written questionnaires (e.g. outcomes described in form of excellent, good, fair and
poor).
By forming a common language between the road authorities and the road users, a direct
feedback system with regard to satisfaction levels and technical data can be developed. A
practical example of finding common language with the road users is the MnDOT‟s bare
pavement customer surveys, where bare pavement policy is shown with videos or pictures to
simulate driving on snowy or icy road conditions. The bare lane customer survey is focused
on snow and ice removal and is used for developing winter maintenance satisfaction
measures and targets.
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6 FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION MEASUREMENT
WITHIN THE ROAD SECTOR
This chapter focuses on possible future prospects of customer satisfaction measurement
within the road sector. The aim is to provide my recommendations for how road
administrations could improve or develop current CSM programs. The chapter also
discusses how a model in obtaining feedback and input from the different stakeholders of the
road sector could be established.

6.1 CSM programs and processes within the road sector
An ever increasing emphasis on customer satisfaction issues has resulted in a growing need
to learn how to communicate properly with the public and how public input should be
obtained. Customer focus and creating understanding of the needs and expectations of the
customer are essential for the improvement efforts to succeed. Using customer information
for improvement efforts can include both exploring collected data and results from constant
tracking research or from specific ad hoc surveys. In the long term it is good to formulate and
develop existing measurement practices in order for these to improve and be more suitable
to identify key areas for improvement work. Moreover, it is important to link and integrate
CSM with decision-making processes.
The common objective of conducted CSM within the road sector is to explore the views
about the road network and to determine the road users‟ perception of specific aspects such
as the provided services and the physical condition of the road surface. The primary benefit
with customer satisfaction surveys is that they can track trends and help an organization to
focus on major improvement efforts. A problem with most customer surveys is that they tend
to focus solely on the road users‟ experiences and their perceptions of services. The key
point is to investigate the expected level of service on the road network and to identify areas
for improvement and to get these improvements made.
The following basic CSM concept (Kessler 1996.) can also well be applied to the road sector:


Use qualitative measures with a few customers to develop questions



Use quantitative measures across your customer base to get answers

Qualitative measures focus on in-depth understanding of clients while quantitative measures
provide data that need to be compared and trended. Working and dealing with both methods
simultaneously allows for bi-picture decisions, Kessler (1996) states. On the other hand,
most road administrations today focus merely on the use of quantitative measures.
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Quantitative measurements are needed for comparisons and moreover, quantitative data is
easier to summarize to be more decision-making friendly. But there is a need of more
qualitative measures to achieve a more problem focused approach.

6.2 The basic steps of a CSM-model
Customer satisfaction measurement should not only be seen as a simple straightforward
process. The actual measurement process consists of many different steps and my
suggestion for a possible CSM system and its basic steps is presented in Figure 21. The
CSM framework should include data and allow comparison of both qualitative and
quantitative measurements in order to establish priorities of different alternatives used for the
decision-making processes.
Establish CSM
program
Communicate with
and measure
stakeholders

Quantitative
research

Qualitative
research

Trend data

Prioritization –
follow up on
problem areas

LEVEL OF
CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION

Determination of
problem areas

Set goals and
define
organizational
strategy
Process
Improvements –
adapt and
implement

Improve current
practices and
communicate
results

Figure 21.

Develop and
improve CSMprogram

The basic steps of the CSM program
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The CSM-program is formed by different steps and forms a complete on-going process:
1) Establish CSM program
Satisfaction with the services provided by and the performance of the road administration
is obtained by customer input and satisfaction measurements. In the first step the
services provided by the organization and the objectives of the CSM should be identified.
2) Communicate with and measure stakeholders
Collecting the views of the road users and assessing the needs of the customers. An
important part of customer service within an organization is to capture the voice of the
customer and to obtain information of the needs and values of the customers. This step is
further on divided into two sub steps, namely qualitative and quantitative measures.
3) Qualitative and quantitative research
Separate qualitative studies should be undertaken in order to find out what forms
expectations, map the priority areas and to establish the questions to be asked in the
CSM. Quantitative research should mainly be used to produce trend data, i.e. for tracking
yearly variations in the level of satisfaction among road users. Moreover, it can be used
to explore how the road user prioritizes, i.e. where the public would allocate services and
where investments should be spent. The undertaken surveys form the level of
satisfaction.
4) Set goals and define organizational strategy
In this step the objective is to translate findings and results from conducted CSM into
organizational objectives of future improvements and developments regarding the
services provided by the road administration. In other words, it should be explored if the
road administration is over performing or under performing in specific issues. In addition,
the service areas in need of improvement efforts should be determined. If the level of
satisfaction of a specific attribute is significantly down, more research effort and focus
should be put into this issue in the following CSM program.
5) Process Improvements
The customer surveys are important feedback indicators for the road authorities to
improve their practices and services, to budget and prioritize and to adjust service levels.
The goals and organizational strategy is converted into action by adapting and
implementing the set goals into measures.
6) Improve current practices and develop CSM-program
The process improvement can be divided into to the actual improvement work of current
practices and the development and improvement of the current CSM-program. The aim is
thus for the framework to be an on-going process that is developed and changed with
regard to findings from CSM and the views of the road users. Moreover, it is important to
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provide information and communicate results to the stakeholders within a context that
they can relate to.
When forming and developing the CSM-program, various issues have to be taken into
consideration. Table 16 presents some questions that are central in the process of improving
the framework.
Table 16.

Summary of important questions in the various steps of the CSM framework

1. Establish CSM Program





2. Communicate with and
measure stakeholders




3. Quantitative research




3. Qualitative research




is CSM being conducted in line with organizational target?
how often should surveys and measurements be
undertaken?
what are our survey objectives?
what survey method or data-gathering technique is most
suitable?
which stakeholder groups to include in the measurement?
how to identify and monitor changes and trends in the level
of satisfaction?
what is valued and prioritized by the customers?
what are the problem areas of our provided services or
products?
what do the road users expect from our services or the
condition of the roads?

4. Set goals and define
organizational strategy



what are the differences between the customers and the
road administration‟s perception and views?

5. Process improvements –
adapt and implement






are the right issues being measured?
are outcomes improving as a result of measurement?
how can the process and decisions be improved?
are the results communicated effectively to the customers
and the stakeholders?




is action being taken as a result of measurement activity?
is the frequency of the conducted CSM right, i.e. is there
under- or over-measurement?

6. Improve current practices
and develop CSM-program

The key of a CSM-program is a problem focused approach. By focusing on the needs of the
road users and other stakeholders, the road authorities can set the right levels of services
and develop their practices and services in the direction that is prioritized and valued by the
public. In addition, most companies, especially governmental organizations, are working
under budget constraints and usually do not have enough resources to make all of the
improvements simultaneously. In other words, efficient and problem focused CSM results in
improvement efforts that customers say is important to them and thus most likely in higher
levels of customer satisfaction.
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A key difficulty in CSM is to elicit “willingness to pay”-information from the customers. For
example, road users are less satisfied with the condition of gravel roads, as exemplified by
the Finnish results presented in Figure 14 (page 67). One survey approach could be to
identify how much would people be willing to pay more than at present for their improved
service level. This way, road authorities might get the customers to understand how much
money is needed for maintaining a certain level of service on the roads.
Another cornerstone in the CSM-program for road administration is a local or regional
focused approach. Most companies or organizations want to know what differences exist in
different regions. This is a central aspect within the road sector due to differences in local
policies and conditions, for example weather conditions, differences regarding road network
and traffic conditions. The results from undertaken CSM can be used on a regional level to
develop the services and operations in the road districts.
For the measurements to form a part of the monitoring system of customer satisfaction, they
have to be performed regularly and so that they can be compared to earlier measurements.
This does not, however, mean that the same issues have to be measured and asked from
the customers. Measurements should not though be measured before improvement work
has been carried out and before it can be assumed that these efforts would have started to
affect the customers‟ experiences. However, as many of the case studies suggest, most road
authorities do measure their stakeholders on a regular basis in a time interval of one or two
years.
New strategies and performance measures developed to reflect the issue prioritized and
valued by the customer may require new data gathering techniques, analysis and
management processes. As Schwartz (2006) proposes, the implementation of these new
strategies will require input of and expertise in areas such as market research, public
involvement, communications and asset management. For the CSM program and a more
customer-driven and performance-based approach to succeed, the road administration have
to effectively communicate the results from undertaken CSM and successful improvement
work to the customers and stakeholders.
Customer satisfaction measurement might be considered as an art as it requires finding and
selecting the proper means and methods, ability to utilize the results effectively and to
integrate and convert findings into action. But the essential thing is to form an effective
customer research function that can be integrated into the decision-making processes at all
levels of management in the road administration. A well developed CSM framework includes
the customers and their views and perceptions and allows the organization to develop their
current practices based on these.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter concludes the thesis and the findings. The key findings are discussed and an
evaluation of the study is presented.

7.1 Summary of the key findings
People have always strived to develop and to achieve better results and improvements.
Today, organizations and companies are facing new challenges and experiencing pressure
to improve. Furthermore, the customers‟ expectations are changing and thus customer focus
and level of satisfaction have become a driving force for many companies and organizations.
By measuring the degree of satisfaction, an organization can determine if they have in fact
improved and if their improvements have resulted in desired effects. Moreover, the very act
of surveying sends a message that you care about your customers and their needs and
views.
The purpose of the thesis and this study was to evaluate current practices used by road
organizations within the field of public input and customer feedback systems. More and more
companies and organizations are using the level of customer satisfaction as an indicator on
their performance of delivered products and services. The intent of the study was also to
establish a conceptual framework for customer satisfaction measurement within the road
sector and to determine how consistent and applicable road user data from customer
surveys is gathered internationally and how results from undertaken customer satisfaction
measurements should be utilized.
Organized co-operation between the customer and the supplier of a product or service is
becoming increasingly common. The use of customer research is increasingly entering the
public sector. The concept or term “customer” is widely used in different industry sectors and
nowadays many nonprofit organizations and governmental agencies have adopted the
customer oriented approach from the private sector. A public organization as for example the
road administration typically conducts research studies to support and introduce a change in
current service levels. However, satisfaction and quality are concepts with a quite subjective
character, i.e. soft data, and this may be frustrating for engineers or technicians to measure.
Nowadays, most road administrations are conducting market research surveys in one form or
another. The problem with these surveys though are often that they only measure current
levels of customer satisfaction and perception without capturing whether the customers‟
expectations and needs are actually being met. Moreover, these surveys tend to focus solely
on current practices and services without exploring the customers‟ needs and opinions
regarding how to prioritize and the importance of different services. The major benefit with
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customer satisfaction measurements and surveys is that they can track trends and help an
organization to focus on major improvement efforts.
The road administration has to develop performance measures that relate to the customers
or stakeholders ideas about what is important. By co-operating with the customers, the road
authorities can set measures and create shared understanding of the expectations.
Customer satisfaction is greatly affected by the expectations of the customer. Basically,
customer satisfaction occurs when a customer‟s experiences of a service match the
expectations. In addition, the level of customer satisfaction is formed by the image of the
company or organization. Customer perceptions, expectations and views regarding the road
administration‟s current practices and services must be fed back to the organization and then
further on used as a basis for improvement strategies and programs.
The key of a CSM-program is a problem focused approach. By focusing on the needs of the
road users and other stakeholders, the road authorities can develop their practices and
services in the direction that is prioritized and valued by the public. In addition, most
companies, especially governmental organizations, are working under budget constraints
and usually do not have enough resources to make all of the improvements simultaneously.
By segmenting and identifying different groups within their customers, organizations can
adjust their services to meet the different needs. Different customers and stakeholder groups
have different expectations and needs on the road network. Hence, segmenting the
customers allows the road administration to determine the specific needs for the different
groups of customers.

7.2 Evaluation of the study
This study focused on the current practices used by road authorities to capture customer
perception. The research was undertaken as a qualitative study including both literature
review and empirical research. The empirical part of the study was conducted from an
international benchmarking and case study approach. The case studies focused to map the
“best practices” within undertaken CSM. Altogether eight road administrations were surveyed
and interviewed. A wider sample would have probably made the results more reliable but the
personal interviews and the workshop provided qualitative data and valuable insights into the
CSM practices currently in use internationally. Most road authorities also presented future
plans with regard to improving their customer feedback systems.
The participating road administrations were selected by the teams from the Swedish
Transport Administration and Aalto University. Most of the participating countries were
purposely selected based on for example similar weather conditions, i.e. countries with
winter climate. In possible future studies it could be a good idea to include road
administrations from other countries as well to broaden the picture. On the other hand, it
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would be wise to also continue to monitor some of the current participating countries as well
to determine if changes or improvement works have been carried out.
A workshop was organized with the purpose to gather participants and experts to present
their results and highlights. During the workshop current practices, ideas and challenges
were discussed. The workshop also included a brainstorming exercise to create discussion
based on the challenges that the road authorities are experiencing.
Customer satisfaction measurement was explored and evaluated both from a broader
perspective and also with regard to how it applies to the public or road sector. An overview of
how customer satisfaction is formed and how customer perception can be measured is also
provided for anyone who is not familiar with the field from before. The results from the study
may provide insights to road administrations with regard to how other road authorities are
capturing the attitudes and views of the road users and how a CSM program can be formed
or improved.
During this study, some possible future research areas and topics were identified. As this
thesis focused on identifying how consistent and applicable road user data is gathered
internationally today on a more general level, it could be interesting to do more in-depth
research in specific areas such as how public feedback could be utilized in a more efficient
and perhaps even in a more creative way as opposed to only remain as nice-to-know
information. The road users could for example be used to acquire information concerning
disorders or disturbances on the road network.
Another interesting and useful research topic to focus on could be how to actually implement
good practices found elsewhere. As a research method, benchmarking gives an organization
the opportunity to develop and improve its practices and strategies. But often the problem is
how to implement and adapt these “best practices” and to make them suitable for your own
organization.
There is a growing need to learn how to communicate properly with the public and how
feedback and results from undertaken customer satisfaction measurements should affect
decision-making processes and improvement in road conditions and levels of service.
Increased focus on the road users and their satisfaction and needs are issues that will
remain as important topics in the future as well.
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Annex 2.

Road authorities participating in the study
Questionnaire Cover Letter

Annex 3.
Annex 4.

Questionnaire
Example 1 of a customer satisfaction measurement questionnaire (Transport
Scotland: Perceptions of the Trunk Road Network in Scotland, 2009)
Example 2 of a customer satisfaction measurement questionnaire (Finnish

Annex 5.

Road Administration: Road User Satisfaction Survey, winter 2008)
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Annex 1: Road authorities participating in the study

Country

Organization and contact person

Alberta, Canada

Alberta Transportation
Steve Otto

Denmark

Vejdirektoratet – Danish Road Directorate
Vibeke Overgaard Madsen

Finland

Liikennevirasto – Finnish Transport Agency
Tuomas Toivonen

Minnesota, USA

Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT)
Steve Lund

Norway

Statens vegvesen –
Norwegian Public Roads Administration
Odd Barstad

Scotland

Transport Scotland
David Arran

Slovenia

Direkcija Republike Slovenije Za Ceste –
Slovene Roads Agency
Ljiljana Herga

Sweden

Trafikverket – The Swedish Transport Administration
Jan Ölander
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The cover letter for the questionnaires that were sent out to the countries that participated in
the study:
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Annex 4: CSM Questionnaire / Example 1
An example of a customer satisfaction measurement questionnaire used by Transport
Scotland (Ipsos MORI 2009.):
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Annex 5: CSM Questionnaire / Example 2
An example of a customer satisfaction measurement questionnaire for private drivers used
by the former Finnish Road Administration (Finnish Road Administration 2008.):
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